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1 
SYNOPSIS 
 
IDENTIFYING DEPARTMENTAL TEAM DYNAMICS IN A REGULATED CASINO 
ENVIRONMENT   
Literature has been reviewed on the formation and structure of groups and 
teams in order to establish what differences there are in the types of teams 
that exist in the modern workplace, and what it is that facilitates effective 
and high performance of such teams.   
From the results of the qualitative research conducted, the author is of the 
opinion that the notion of teams operating in the regulated casino 
environment is somewhat exaggerated. At year end functions and award 
ceremonies, mention is made of the teams that successfully contributed to 
the various achievements but, upon closer inspection, no teams are evident 
at the “coal face”. 
Some of the reasons for this may be that there appears to be a lack of those 
skills necessary to harness people into successful teams especially during the 
early stages of the business lifecycle. Too few people at grass root level have 
the required knowledge, skills and attitude to take the lead and form a team 
especially in an unfamiliar environment. It may also be as a result of the 
different management styles imposed on the labour force over a long period 
of time. As organisations are forced to become more competitive, especially 
on the global market, it is the author’s opinion that the management style in 
progressive organisations will probably have shifted from autocratic to 
paternalistic to democratic; yet very few businesses are practicing 
participative management, although buzzwords relating to participative 
management are used freely. 
Ultimately, accountability rests with top management and results are 
measured by bottom line figures. Since accountability is centralised, the 
intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for success are also confined to management 
who is likely to be criticised, attacked, or got rid of, and these recipients are 
often not volunteering to share the benefits reaped – even though the 
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recipients would mutter words such as “if it were not for my team” or “ thanks 
to my team”.  
With this viewpoint in mind the treatise aims to address specific and practical 
interventions that could be implemented without much organisational 
change and yet developing a culture of team development and team 
building within an organisation. 
The author is of the opinion that the responses imparted from the different 
respondents in the research results could benefit Sun International within its 
training methodology policy framework. Although, each casino unit is 
managed autonomously, Sun International, via its centralised training facility, 
could apply successful specific and practical training interventions in respect 
of team dynamics. Results extracted from unit staff climate surveys and staff 
feedback sessions could be collated from the different training departments 
within the group and presented in workshops at quarterly conferences and 
feedback seminars. The effectiveness of these interventions, once 
implemented, could be assessed in a performance measurement framework.       
Eales-White (1996:  34) quotes Peters as saying, “I observe the power of the 
team is so great that it is often wise to violate common sense and force a 
team structure on almost anything … companies that do, will achieve 
greater focus, stronger task orientation and enhanced individual 
commitment”. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 Overview of the South African Gaming Market 
The local casino industry is under enormous demands with all the primary 
stakeholders under significant pressure from an earning stream and risk point 
of view. Shareholder returns are well above their initial expectations as is the 
case with the provincial government's tax bases, while the bankers’ risk 
profiles have increased substantially.  
Given any shortfall in provincial tax revenue from gaming could pressure the 
authorities, who are already treating the industry as a cash cow, into raising 
tax rates. This view by the authorities is considerably short sighted given the 
fact that the South African government, through the legislature has 
effectively given birth to a national asset, in that the casino industry has 
successfully been transformed, with considerable intellectual capital having 
already been developed in the gaming industry and still growing at a rapid 
rate. 
Instead of taxing the industry so heavily at effective tax rates, which are 
currently well in excess of 60 percent, the authorities should be supporting the 
local industry in its endeavour to expand off-shore. This would be consistent 
with the Department of Trade and Industries (DTI) objectives of leveraging 
South Africa’s strengths internationally to earn dollar based revenue streams 
as opposed to pressuring the industry to rely exclusively on a limited pool of 
South African personal disposable income.  
The gaming market in South Africa includes casinos, the national lottery, 
horse racing, Limited Payout Machines (LPMs), Bingo and sports betting. For 
the year to 31st March 2005 the overall gaming market grew by 12 percent 
compared to the previous year’s 17 percent growth, with the reduced rate of 
growth due to the significant relative under performance of the National 
Lottery. South African casinos with growth of 19 percent on last year still enjoy 
the largest share of the gaming market at 72 percent, up from 68 percent in 
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2004. The lottery contracted by 13 percent, losing significant market share to 
the other forms of gaming, in particular casinos and horse racing (Sun 
International, 2005:  6). 
1.2 Sun International  
Sun International Limited invests in and manages businesses in the hotels, 
resorts and casino industry (Sun International, 2005:  3). 
1.2.1 Mission Statement 
“We will be recognised internationally as a successful leisure group offering 
superior gaming, hotel and entertainment experiences, which exceed our 
customers’ expectations. We will create an environment in which all 
employees are well trained, motivated and take pride in working for the 
group. Innovation, fun and an obsession with service excellence and 
efficiency will make Sun International a formidable competitor and provide 
our shareholders with superior returns. We will at all times remain mindful of 
our responsibility towards all of our stakeholders including the communities 
we serve” (Sun International, 2005:  49). 
1.2.2 Background 
Sun International Limited is specifically focused on the development, 
operation and management of hotels, resorts and casinos in Southern Africa. 
Sun International continues to position itself to take advantage of 
opportunities in those markets where they can achieve a strong market 
position benefiting from innovation and depth of experience. 
The 2006 year was characterised by excellent performances being achieved 
by all the major casinos and a sound performance from the hotels and resorts 
divisions. 
As reflected in Figure 1.1, the group generated revenues 16 percent ahead 
of the previous year at R6 billion with gaming and room revenues up 18 and 9 
percent respectively. Costs were well controlled and the Earnings before 
Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA) margin improved 
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by 1, 5 percentage points to 33 percent. EBITDA was up 21 percent to R2 
billion with much of this improvement originating from the large casinos. The 
overall net interest cost was down on last year on the back of lower interest 
rates. Borrowings remained in line with last year, The South African Rand 
weakened significantly in the final quarter of 2006, resulting in an exchange 
gain for the year of R52 million, which assisted in improving the diluted 
adjusted headline earnings per share which were up 33 percent to 539 cents. 
The improved profitability has resulted in an enhanced return on equity that 
increased 3 percentage points to 19 percent and return on net assets that 
increased 5 percentage points to 26 percent (Sun International, 2005:  35).  
The group anticipates that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will continue 
growing in the year ahead and this should support real growth in disposable 
income. Ongoing growth in inbound tourism is also anticipated. As a result, 
the group expects good growth in earnings for both gaming and resorts in 
the coming year and will continue to increase the level of dividends at a rate 
in excess of the earnings growth rate (Sun International, 2005:  35). 
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Figure 1.1 - Sun International Group financial highlights for the 
year ended June 2005 and June 2006 
Source:  Sun International, 2005:  1 
This past year was an eventful one, characterised by continued sustained 
economic growth and continuing stability in South Africa that was testament 
to government’s sound management of the economy. Business confidence 
was generally high and Sun International anticipates another year of good 
GDP growth. 
1.2.3 Future Outlook 
This positive outlook is reflected in its strategic thinking and planning for the 
years to come, in particular the period leading up to 2010. To set the platform 
 
 
For the year ended                                     2006   2005      %    
 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS                                  Rm    Rm     Change 
TRADING (including adjusted headline earnings adjustments)              
Revenue                                             5 949   5 139      16 
Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and 
amortisation (EBITDA)                                    2 015   1 671      21 
Profit from operations                                    1 480   1 162      27 
Profit before taxation                                     1 363   1 012      35 
Adjusted headline earnings                                 602     430      40 
ORDINARY SHARE PERFORMANCE 
Diluted adjusted headline earnings per share             (cents)          539     405      33 
Dividends per share                        (cents)          290     200      45 
FINANCIAL RATIOS 
Return to equity shareholders                    (%)            19     16 
Interest bearing debt to total shareholders' funds      (%)            61     61 
Interest cover                             (times)            7      5 
MARKET SHARE PRICE AT 30 JUNE                (Rands)         83,60   61,85      35 
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for continued growth, Sun International has invested heavily in the five main 
focus areas which it believes will continue to give it competitive advantage: 
• Human capital development; 
• customer management; 
• marketing and promotional activity; 
• infrastructure; and 
• product research and development. 
The company’s aim is to be a highly respected organisation and the natural 
first choice as partner, supplier or employer to all their stakeholders, including 
customers, employees, shareholders, government and business partners 
wherever it does or will do business.  
The limited amendments to national and provincial gambling legislation over 
the past year are indicative of the ongoing level of maturity achieved by the 
statutes as developed over recent years. 
The group operates 20 casinos in the sub-continent. Twelve of the 33 casinos 
currently operating in South Africa are Sun International operations. Sun 
International remains the country’s leading casino operator with a revenue 
market share of 43 percent (Sun International, 2005). 
The distinction that follows, describes the two casinos under review and the 
differences of their localities. 
1.3 Urban Casino - GrandWest Casino and Entertainment World 
Since its inception seven years ago, there have been clear successes at 
GrandWest, with regard to its track record as a generator of considerable 
revenues to all three tiers of government, namely National, Provincial and 
Local government, its impact on job creation and its contribution to the 
tourism and leisure infrastructure of the Western Cape. 
GrandWest presently returns the highest EBITDA in the Sun International group 
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and its impressive track record can be accredited to a strong management 
team which has followed best business practice – developing a business plan 
and making the plan work; embedding the company’s vision, mission and 
values; conducting on-going surveys to test customer satisfaction and staff 
satisfaction; the implementation of a performance management scheme 
and the introduction of an employee share incentive scheme. 
Having overcome most of the hurdles during the launch phase, focus now 
concentrates on the softer issues (Covey, 2003).  To avoid complacency 
creeping in, management has set higher targets for customer and staff 
satisfaction. 
Investments to develop the GrandWest facility further, will test the innovation 
of the management team. These will be critical in maintaining GrandWest as 
one of the preferred destinations to visit in Cape Town. The longer term social 
threat and legal restrictions, which may be further imposed on gaming, as 
well as changes in product technology and development will also test 
management’s ingenuity. 
The sustainable competitive advantage that GrandWest has developed is its 
variety of high quality products and services, which add considerable value 
to gaming. This is driven by a passionate team of staff and results in a unique 
experience no other competitor can match. 
1.4 Rural Casino - The Golden Valley Casino 
Worcester Casino (Pty) Ltd was established in 2005 for the purpose of pursuing 
opportunities in the tourism and leisure sector of the Western Cape economy 
in the Breede River Valley.  It has developed and operates a significant new 
leisure attraction in the town of Worcester, The Golden Valley Casino, which 
opened in November 2006. It demonstrates that it meets and, indeed 
exceeds shareholder expectations, the Western Cape Gambling and Racing 
Board’s (WCG&RB) requirements, and those of other stakeholders such as the 
Worcester community (Western Cape Gambling and Racing Regulations, 
1996). 
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Worcester Casino regards this project in the Breede River Valley as a unique 
and strategically important opportunity for the company to position itself as a 
major role-player in the Western Cape’s tourism and leisure industry. 
Cognisance has been taken of the need to ensure that full consideration is 
given to the empowerment of the historically disadvantaged as defined in 
the Employment Equity Act No. 55 of 1998 (Western Cape Gambling and 
Racing Regulations, 1996). 
 A comprehensive, all-embracing transformation philosophy is intrinsic to the 
entire project. The process optimises the empowerment opportunity by 
focusing on equity participation, emergent enterprise promotion, human 
resource development and corporate social investment programmes. This is 
to ensure the greatest possible transfer of benefits to a broad spectrum of 
stakeholders, including investors, employees, and suppliers and surrounding 
communities.  
From the outset recruitment and selection for The Golden Valley Casino was 
driven rigorously by the need to ensure a mix of employees appropriate with 
its strategic goals. This means employment opportunities that favour those 
applicants belonging to the historically disadvantaged and local 
communities. 
The process recognised the particular difficulties of achieving the required 
mix of employees at the higher levels within the organisation, owing to 
historical imbalances in skills availability.  This, over time, will be redressed 
wherever possible by means of training, succession planning, and 
accelerated management development programmes and will include the 
personal mentoring of subordinates by managers and supervisors. Succession 
planning and management development will largely enable vacancies to 
be filled from the local community.  This will also be done timeously, from the 
point of view of operational requirements, and in respect of the aspirations 
and competencies of employees from historically or previously 
disadvantaged backgrounds.  
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1.5 Urban versus Rural Casino Environment  
Recent trading history in the urban casino environment has highlighted 
considerable differences from the rural casino environment. 
Customers are coming more often, but spending less time and money at 
each visit. As a result they are becoming far smarter from a gaming point of 
view and far more sensitive from a value perspective. The significance of this 
has been escalated by the response of the retailers who have been pushing 
sales at the expense of margins. 
Rossett and Schafer (2006:  16) explain, “Efforts associated with performance 
support span the white space in organisations.  The effort often involves 
coping with what Gloria Gery called ‘the law of diminishing astonishment,’ as 
people who originally thought performance support was a nifty idea lose 
their enthusiasm for it”.  Contextual learning and just-in-time resources are 
changing the face of training and requiring practitioners to acquire a new 
set of skills. This ‘law of diminishing astonishment’ is also a very real and costly 
threat to the casino business. The product has migrated from being a rarity to 
being a commodity and therefore the challenge of maintaining real growth 
in revenues is significant.  The rural casino customer would spend far more 
time and money at each visit, and was therefore far less price sensitive than 
the urban customers.  
The differentiation going forward therefore lies in customer service, superior 
product knowledge, maintaining a varied entertainment schedule and 
creating the perception of a value for a money winning casino, and 
differentiating the product offering from competitors. Competitors being 
defined as other casinos or other activities pursued in people’s spare time. 
This means that it is essential for the casino to create far more winners, with 
smaller payouts and far more often, as opposed to more millionaires more 
often. The arrival of the Lottery has introduced fierce competition in the big 
payout market in which casinos can not compare nor compete. 
The outcomes were as expected, the urban locality of GrandWest and its 
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Cashiering Department team formation and structure was initially 
unstructured and informal.  As soon as it became clear that their team was 
not functioning effectively, they put strategies and structures into place to 
facilitate high performance, self-managed teams. At Worcester, the Slots 
Department team formation followed the same pattern.  It is evident that the 
various stages that were followed in the formation of these teams, closely 
resembles the Tuckman Jensen model of group formation and development 
as described by Schultz, Bagraim, Potgieter, Viedge and Werner (2003: 106).  
GrandWest’s teams are currently in the performing stage of the team 
lifecycle, identified by them effectively achieving their team goals and their 
performance being satisfactory.  Areas that need to be addressed are the 
adjourning stage, as these teams are static at the moment, and 
management would do well to consider a more fluid transition of team 
members from one team to another, to negate the effects of members who 
are absent from a team for one reason or another. 
In the rural environment of Worcester, Golden Valley's teams are currently in 
the forming stage of the team lifecycle as they are still a newly formed team 
that are anxious and uncomfortable and their performance is less than 
satisfactory and needs constant attention. In the rural community there 
seems to be an ethos of working till my purse is full, spending, and then 
finding ways and means of filling it again, hence high absenteeism and 
eventually job loss.  Areas that need to be addressed are in the storming 
stage, as these teams are not only in conflict with their own culture but that 
of the organisation, and management would do well to consider a more fluid 
transition of team members from one team to another, to negate the effects 
of members who are absent from a team for one reason or another. 
1.6 Research Problem 
The formation of cohesive efficient teams within the operating departments 
of a casino are paramount to meeting and, indeed exceeding primarily 
shareholder expectations as well as the WCG&RB’s requirements, and those 
of other stakeholders such as the Worcester community who will derive 
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significant benefits. The environment of the casino employee may therefore 
be different to that of retail or the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 
worker. It is within this highly regulated environment that teams perform to 
each individual’s best potential.  
The author is of the opinion that team performance is contingent on 
organisational systems, regulations and policies practiced by an organisation.  
Organisations are whole systems with interrelated parts and a study of team 
dynamics has to take account of the parts and their relationship to the 
whole. High performing teams thrive in an open system that encourages and 
rewards creativity, challenge, and innovation in any industry or locale. 
Factors affecting the internal workings of a team can not be looked at in 
isolation. All the training, theories and efforts of team members and 
management to create high performing teams will fail unless the 
organisational environment enables, supports and gives teams the freedom 
to truly participate in developing a common vision, purpose, and set of 
values, strategy, and outcome.  Management needs to learn to give power 
and freedom to workers and they will be surprised at the positive results.  
Critical to any outcome is having the right people. 
This research provided clarity regarding the features of team development 
within this regulated environment. 
The literature study presented almost no information that related specifically 
to team dynamics within the casino environment in the South African 
context.  However, factors that create optimal teams are the same across 
different environments in that there are common factors within teams that 
translate across diverse surroundings, industries or sectors. There are a range 
of common factors relating to stewardship and leadership that contribute to 
sustainable, long-term best results from different companies across the globe. 
The hypothesis was that there would be very few casino organisations in the 
country that were involved in formal team dynamics programmes, the casino 
industry being as it is, financially focused on driving bottom line profits. 
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The experiential component of this study is therefore a superficial exploration 
of the South African casino environment, specifically the Sun International 
casino operations within the Cape Town environs.  
1.7 Research Methodology 
The research took the form of a literature study and included an analysis of 
the results acquired via formal structured interviews with a number of casino 
management and employees at both GrandWest and The Golden Valley 
Casinos in the Western Cape. Reports, articles and other publications 
relevant to the nature of team dynamics were researched, examined and 
evaluated. Contact was established with certain authorities that have been 
researching this field and their experiences were incorporated into this study. 
The literature study culminated in research that provided theoretical and, 
where possible, practical information on team dynamics. The research 
approached the concepts from an experienced casino operator's point of 
view, with the focus on the team environment that is necessary for successful 
team dynamics in a regulated casino environment. 
The statement of the problem which this treatise aims to address is a practical 
solution to the question of identifying whether a team structure is so much 
more beneficial to both the organisation and its members, and if so, why 
more organisations are not implementing team structures. The treatise will 
suggest specific interventions which can be implemented in any organisation 
to assist in the gradual implementation of team structures. 
The management of the Cashiering Department at GrandWest Casino and 
Entertainment World were interviewed to gain insight into their team structure 
as well as the management of the Slots Department of The Golden Valley 
Casino to acquire the lessons learnt and deployed in the opening of a casino 
in a rural environment.  
What assisted the above research was the fact that the majority of the 
management team from Worcester was part of the opening teams at 
GrandWest, hence the familiarity of the consequences of effective team 
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dynamics. 
1.8 Terminology 
Due to the nature of the subject, the author deems it necessary to expand 
on the terms used in the text. The terminology below is extracted from the 
Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board Rules and Regulations (Western 
Cape Gambling and Racing Regulations, 1996) and the Internal Control 
Standards of the respective casinos. 
“Bottom-line”- net income or net profit. 
“Cash cow”- in business, a cash cow is a product or a business unit that 
generates unusually high profit margins: so high that it is responsible for a 
large amount of a company's operating profit. This profit far exceeds the 
amount necessary to maintain the cash cow business, and the excess is used 
by the business for other purposes. 
“Cash Desk”- means a physical structure immediately adjacent to the 
gambling floor that houses the cashiers and serves as a central location in 
the casino for the custody of the Cash Desk inventory, comprising currency.  
“Cash Desk”- issues electronic floor gaming cards or chips to players when 
credit cards, personal cheques, foreign exchange, traveller’s cheques or 
cash is presented. Credit cards, cheques or foreign currency must be 
redeemed before cash is issued to winners. In all the above cases, excepting 
cash, proper identification is required. In addition clients can arrange cheque 
cashing facilities with the Casino management. 
“Casino”- the casino, slot machine/gambling machine operation and any 
other gambling activities which form part of the resort business. 
“Casino development”- means a casino and the balance of facilities which 
include such amenities as would normally accompany a casino, for example 
hotel, dining facilities, bars, lounges, entertainment, recreation, exhibition 
facilities and exclusive retail. 
“EBITDA”- Earnings before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation.  
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“Gambling device”- equipment or any other thing, excluding currency that is 
used directly in the conduct of gambling. 
“Gambling machine”- means any mechanical, electrical, video, electronic, 
electro-mechanical or other device, contrivance, machine or software, other 
than an amusement machine, that is available to be played or operated 
upon payment of a consideration; and may, as a result of playing or 
operating it, entitle the player or operator to a pay-out, or deliver a pay-out 
to the player or operator. 
“Guest-facing”- means dealing directly face-to-face with the public. 
“ICS”- means the approved internal control standards of a casino operator 
containing the gambling-related provisions prescribed by the Law (Western 
Cape Gambling and Racing Law, 1996 (Law 4 of 1996) or required by the 
Board (Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board)(Western Cape 
Gambling and Racing Regulations, 1996)) and includes, without limitation, all 
gambling-related policies, operating, administrative and accounting 
procedures and standards of the operator or administrator. 
“Shift”- means a work period of a group of employees including those 
employees conducting and supervising the operation, working in relay with 
another such succeeding or preceding group of employees within specific 
time frames, as determined by a casino operator. 
“Slot Guest Attendant (GSA)”- means a person employed by a casino 
operator in its Slot Machine Department who is empowered to make 
discretionary decisions which may influence the operation of the Slot 
Machine Department.  
“Slot machine”- means any mechanical, electrical, video, electronic or other 
device, contrivance or machine used in connection with a gambling game.  
1.9 Conclusion 
The above overview of Sun International and the differences between urban 
and rural casinos forms the basis of the research problem. The following 
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literature study reflects the different types and methodologies of teams and 
their composition.  
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the different aspects of teams, team dynamics and team 
methodologies will be described. 
2.2 Workplace Teams 
Workplace teams remain a hot trend in South African organisations, and the 
study of human interaction in the workplace is certainly one of the most 
researched topics of our time. A corporation’s culture can be its greatest 
strength when it is consistent with its strategies, but a culture that prevents a 
company from meeting competitive threats or from adapting to changing 
economic or social environments, can lead to its stagnation and ultimate 
demise. Many organisations declare that their workforce issues are amongst 
their biggest problems.  However, there are those who realise that the only 
truly appreciating asset is their people, and it is the people with all their 
problems, frustrations, and downfalls, who actually accredit the organisation 
and who ultimately dictate the success or failure of the organisation. 
The world of work changes at an ever-increasing pace, and it is evident that 
organisational structures that are rigid and cumbersome wither and die, with 
new leaner, meaner organisations ready to snap up the markets left in their 
wake.  One does need to ask what it is that allows these sleek organisations 
to adapt to their changing environment so quickly.  The author believes that 
one of the key factors to their success lies in the adaptive organisational 
culture, management and motivation of teams of people who are 
empowered to manage themselves in a way that aligns the teams to the 
objectives of the organisation without having to shift the entire organisation 
along an obscure paradigm. 
The pressure is on for the organisations that are reluctant to change, so it is 
becoming increasingly more difficult to define job functions, which in many 
instances might no longer be required in six months time.  As the problem 
complexity and scope increase, it is more and more difficult for one person to 
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make all the decisions.  Hence there is a shift to project work, with 
organisations seeking effective team leaders who can build synergistic, 
interactive, involved teams. 
Before synergistic, interactive, involved teams can be achieved, the group of 
people who make up each team typically goes through certain stages.  By 
way of introduction to the stages of group development, it is relevant to 
consider the Tuckman Jensen model, developed during their research in 
1977, and described by Schultz et al. (2003:  106). 
This model is useful to know, so that when a group appears to be going 
nowhere or perhaps members are arguing so much that no work can be 
started, one understands that this is normal.  Most groups go through these 
phases. Understanding this pattern empowers managers to work towards 
moving the group onto the next phase and aligning them to the business 
strategies and best practice.  
2.3 Technology 
With the globalisation phenomenon and technological advancements, we 
have seen that companies now truly operate on a twenty four hour, seven 
days a week basis with call centres around the world following daylight hours 
to serve their global consumers. 
The advancements in technology have effectively shrunk the world, breaking 
not only distance barriers but also language and communication barriers. 
The global community has brought with it a larger and more diverse market, 
more products, and shorter development times resulting in better informed 
and more demanding customers. 
As cited by Frank J. Fahrenkopf in his opening address at the Asian Gaming 
Expo in Macau in June 2006, technology is another area driving global 
gaming business forward.  In fact, there are three major technological 
changes taking place within casinos right now that are having a dramatic 
impact on the industry.  All three are aimed at streamlining the slots 
management process, increasing security and better serving the needs of 
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customers (Fahrenkopf, 2006).  
The first, Ticket-in/Ticket-out (TITO) technology, has been in place for some 
years, but now has grown so popular that there is a general overall 
movement toward completely cashless slot floors in most major casinos. TITO 
technology benefits both the customer and the casino operator.  Removing 
coins from the equation is more convenient for customers, keeping them 
from having to juggle or carry coins, and they no longer have to wait for cash 
payouts.  For the operator, TITO dramatically decreases cash handling costs; 
Sun International was the first casino group in South Africa to implement this 
technology in 2000 (Fahrenkopf, 2006).   
Another slot advancement is server-based games, which were introduced at 
the Global Gaming Expo 2005 in Las Vegas Nevada, and have been tested 
in a handful of gaming facilities around the country. Rather than having to 
manually go inside a slot machine to make any desired changes in the 
game, payout or other function, server-based games allow operators to 
make the changes from a single secure computer server within the casino.  
Every machine is electronically linked to this central computer file server, and 
changes can be made in the time it takes for a software download.  Multiple 
slot machines, or even a whole floor, can be changed at once. By having 
the ability to change games instantly, floor managers are able to analyse 
what games and denominations would perform best at any particular time of 
the day. They can also alter hold percentages within regulatory parameters.  
It also will allow operators to tailor their games to player preference 
(Fahrenkopf, 2006). 
Another great innovation is RFID, or Radio Frequency Identification, a 
technology that has been used in shipment tracking and other applications 
for years, but now it is finding new uses in the gaming industry. Several casinos 
are using RFID technology in their casino chips to help with security, player 
tracking and increase the rating integrity of both players and dealers. The 
technology helps increase efficiency on the gaming floor, can help detect 
cheating or counterfeit chips, and lead to more accurate extension of 
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complimentary food and beverage to table game players (Fahrenkopf, 
2006). 
There are several other technologies coming online that will significantly 
affect the casino gaming industry and is being considered. Players would be 
able to use devices similar to Blackberries or pagers to play games while they 
are at the pool or on some other area of the gaming resort property.  It 
remains to be seen what the impact of this and other technologies will be 
(Fahrenkopf, 2006). 
Beyond these innovations, it is clear that the technology having the most 
impact on the global gaming industry as a whole right now is Internet 
gambling.  Currently, it is illegal for South African companies to operate 
Internet gambling businesses, but the global enterprise is thriving.  It is 
estimated that in 2005, Internet gambling revenues topped $12 billion, and 
more than half of that revenue came from USA customers (Fahrenkopf, 2006). 
 2.4 Teams 
A team is a small number of people with complementary skills who are 
committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and an approach for 
which they hold themselves mutually accountable (Katzenbach & Smith, 
2001).  
Teams develop at different rates and with unique patterns that depend on 
the task, the setting, the members’ individual characteristics and behavioural 
patterns and the style of leadership to which they are exposed.  
Groups on the other hand, are a cluster of two or more people who have 
come together for a specific purpose, normally for the benefit of the 
individuals in the group. Characteristics of groups include structure, status 
hierarchy, roles, norms, leadership, cohesiveness and inter-group conflict. 
These characteristics pervade all groups. In an informal group, they emerge 
from within the unit; in a formal group, they are established by the 
managerial process (Katzenbach & Smith, 2001). 
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2.5 Team Dynamics 
Team Dynamics is the study of patterns of interactions among members as a 
group develops and achieves goals (Lau & Shani, 1992:  484), the unseen 
forces that influence and drive team reactions, behaviours and 
performance. The positive effects on the team lead to communication and 
spending time together at work. This results in other team members being 
drawn into the discussion, which in turn results in a good 'social' feel in the 
team, with people enjoying being in the team which improves individual 
motivation and commitment. There is a natural force of ‘inclusion’ which 
results in team members being drawn into productive discussions (Lau & 
Shani, 1992). 
On the other hand, there can be negative effects on the team. A strong 
friendship might cause the other members to feel excluded, which means 
they are less likely to include their friends in decision making. This results in sub-
groups within the team restricting information flow across the entire team. This 
miscommunication may lead to misunderstanding and poor team 
performance. There is a natural force of ‘exclusion’ which results in 
communication between groups being stifled. This friendship is a team 
dynamic because it has an impact on the team performance (Lau & Shani, 
1992). 
There are other dynamics that can also influence a team’s performance. If 
the team leader or manager is permanently removed from the office, there 
will be a team change of behaviour (Lau & Shani, 1992). 
Recognition of team dynamics can be ascertained by looking for the forces 
that influence team behaviour. Exploration of all these forces when 
conducting a team re-building intervention (Lau & Shani, 1992): 
• Personality styles - including or excluding people.  
• Office layout - cupboards dividing teams into two.  
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• Tools and technology - email, bulletin board, and information pool 
enabling hidden communication.  
• Organisational culture – for example company credit cards which may 
act as status symbols to separate groups of employees.  
• Team processes / methodologies / procedures – problem solving 
methodology.  
To manage team dynamics constructively, there is a need to examine the 
team dynamics (the 'natural forces') and determine whether they are 
positive or negative and the influence it has on the team. A process then 
follows to facilitate what exactly causes those dynamics to be more positive. 
For team cohesion, effective teams have the ability to be more than just a 
group of individuals; they are team members who are inspired and willing to 
commit their energy and their loyalty, to the team and its goals whilst 
developing leadership skills that will inspire others to join.  
Teams in casino operating departments are essential because they engage 
and leverage the skills, abilities and collaboration of management and staff 
members in ways that improve client service and satisfaction and, in turn, 
bring in much more business. Casinos build teams around functional practice 
areas, specific cases, marketing initiatives and other projects, with client 
relationship teams increasingly being added to the mix as well. 
As a result, many individuals find themselves on multiple teams, often with 
colleagues from different operational areas. And since every team needs a 
leader, new members can expect to assume team leadership roles as part of 
their transition to greater levels of responsibility within the department. 
2.6 Classic Leadership Models: Theory X and Theory Y 
In describing human behavior in the workplace, social psychologist Douglas 
McGregor (1967) proposed contrasting leadership models that continue to 
be relevant today: Theory X (authoritarian or autocratic) and Theory Y 
(participative).  
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Theory X presupposes that the average person dislikes work and will avoid it if 
he or she can and that most people prefer to follow orders rather than make 
decisions. Many leaders gravitate toward Theory X and generally get poor to 
mediocre results.  
Theory Y asserts that the expenditure of effort is as natural at work as it is at 
play and that people want to achieve, and further, that people have the 
capacity to use a high degree of imagination, ingenuity and creativity in 
solving organisational problems. Leaders who follow Theory Y generally 
produce better performance and results, thus also enabling people to grow 
and develop.  
As McGregor (1967) also proposed, management practices stem from 
managers’ personal theories about the basic nature of human beings. Thus, 
the team leader’s attitudes will influence the extent to which members of the 
team are willing to commit their energy, loyalty and efforts.  
2.7 Ouchi Leadership Model: Theory Z  
William Ouchi (1981) came up with a method that would combine American 
and Japanese managing practice together to form Theory Z. In order for 
Ouchi to accomplish this, he had to learn about the Japanese culture and 
find out why Japanese quality and productivity was much higher than the 
American. The people in the United States of America were too often 
characterised as being soft, lazy people, who felt they were entitled to a 
good life, without earning it. In the 1980’s, it was often said that the American 
worker’s commitment to quality was so bad, that when a Japanese 
company ordered in an American made car, they had a reassembly plant. 
Here the company would disassemble those cars and rebuild them to meet 
Japanese standards. People in America see business management as a 
career (Ouchi, 1981).  
The Japanese have always had a different style of managing than the USA. 
One thing that the Japanese believed in was lifetime employment. In the USA 
though, companies usually tend to use short- term employment rather than 
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life time. This explains why people in the USA felt so insecure in their jobs. 
When a company in the USA began to struggle, they wasted no time in 
laying off people (Ouchi, 1981). 
Besides job security, the Japanese companies believed in trust. Unlike USA 
companies who are known to distrust one another. People in Japan felt that 
a person should not be evaluated nor promoted until he had served at least 
ten years with the company. They believed that working for the company, 
you should know every aspect involved to run it. In Japan it is not strange to 
see managers working side by side with their employees. This explains why 
managers in Japan are able to understand their employees’ problems. 
Whereas, Americans disliked this method because they believed in rapid 
feedback and fast promotion. When they felt that they were not being 
treated fairly, the workers had a tendency of moving from job to job. Another 
problem with American management is that they are not aware of 
everything in the company (Ouchi, 1981).  
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American and Japanese are in no way alike in the way they manage as 
depicted in Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 - American versus Japanese Organisations 
Organisation Type A 
American  
Organisation Type J 
Japanese  
Short-term employment Lifetime employment 
Individual decision making Collective decision making 
Individual responsibility  Collective responsibility 
Rapid evaluation & promotion  Slow evaluation & promotion 
Explicit control mechanisms Implicit control mechanisms 
Specialised career path Non-specialised career path 
Segmented concern for employee as an employee  Holistic concern for employee as a person  
Source:  Ouchi, 1981 
Ouchi (1981) realised the difference between both countries and decided to 
formulate Type Z which comprised both Type A and Type J.  
Type Z was a way Ouchi (1981) would like to see American companies 
managed, based on the following twelve strategies: 
• To understand Type Z and your role;  
• the company should be able to audit its philosophy; 
• management must be able to define desired philosophy and be able 
to involve company leaders;  
• the company will have to create both structures and incentives;  
• the company will have to develop interpersonal skills;  
• the company must be able to test themselves and the system;  
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• the company needs to stabilise employment;  
• design a system of slow evaluation and promotion; 
• broaden career paths;  
• get theory Z working into the lower levels; 
• implement employee’s participation; and 
• create a sense of family between everyone. 
With Theory Z, Ouchi (1981) was able to create a new management method 
for American companies. He was able to emphasise American flavour (e.g. 
individual responsibility), but with a Japanese emphasis of collective decision 
making (Ivancevich, 2004:  60-61) as depicted in Figure 2.2 below. 
Figure 2.2 - Theory Z 
Organisation Type A 
American  
Organisation Type J 
Japanese  
Organisation Type Z  
Modified American  
Short-term employment Lifetime employment Long-term employment 
Individual decision making Collective decision making Collective decision making 
Individual responsibility  Collective responsibility Individual responsibility 
Rapid evaluation & promotion Slow evaluation & promotion Slow evaluation & promotion 
Explicit control mechanisms Implicit control mechanisms Implicit, informal control with  explicit, formalised measures 
Specialised career path Non-specialised career path Moderately specialised career paths 
Segmented concern for  
employee as an employee  
Holistic concern for employee 
as a person  Holistic concern, including family 
Source:  Ivancevich, 2004 
A team is organic, like a person, and it has needs that must be satisfied if it is 
to survive and thrive. And like a person, teams go through distinct stages of 
development, and at most departmental teams at the casinos, it will likely be 
no different. A popular and useful model that describes the stages of team 
development was first developed by psychologist Bruce Tuckman in 1965 
and continues to this day to be a valuable tool for teams and their leaders 
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(Tuckman Jensen model of group formation and development, as described 
in Schultz et al., 2003:  106). 
Tuckman and Jensen (as quoted by Schultz et al., 2003) draw on “group 
dynamics”, which is concerned with why groups behave in particular ways. 
This offers various suggestions as to how groups are formed and how they 
develop over time. The formation of some groups can be represented as a 
spiral; other groups form with sudden movements forward and then have 
periods with no change. Whatever variant of formation each group exhibits; 
all groups pass through seven sequential stages of development.  These 
stages may be longer or shorter for each group, or for individual members of 
the group, but all groups will experience them.  They are forming, storming, 
norming, performing, adjourning, mourning and retiring. 
2.8 The Tuckman Jensen Model 
According to the Tuckman Jensen model (as cited in Tuckman Jensen model 
of group formation and development, as described in Schultz et al., 2003:  
106), the stages of group development and performance are as follows: 
2.8.1 Forming 
During team formation or orientation, behaviours are polite and superficial. 
People are wondering how they and everyone else fits in and whom they 
can trust. They are testing for compatibility. They want to know whether they 
will be accepted and valued as team members and temporarily tend to give 
up their individuality. The group’s goal is establishing basic criteria for 
membership, including the skills and competencies needed to accomplish 
the team’s mission. The group is dependent on the leader for guidance. 
Selection of team members: 
• Members of newly formed teams feel anxious and uncomfortable. 
• They need to interact with other individuals whom they do not know 
well and begin to work on tasks, which they may not yet completely 
understand. 
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• As members become better acquainted, some of the tension may 
dissipate (Schultz et al., 2003). 
2.8.2 Storming 
As people become more comfortable in the team setting, they tend to 
become more assertive and conflict arises. Bids for power and influence by 
teammates, and even by the leader, may be attacked. This stage is 
unpleasant but should not and, indeed, cannot be skipped. Experience has 
shown that teams cannot move to higher performance unless they struggle 
with and successfully move through this stage. Many teams become stuck in 
the storming stage, the implication of which is that team performance never 
reaches its full potential.  
Individuals trying to influence the process: 
• The polite interactions of the selection stage may fall away and be 
replaced by conflict. 
• False conflicts occur when members misunderstand or misinterpret 
other’s behaviours. 
• Contingent conflicts develop over procedural or situational factors 
(e.g. meeting times, places, or formats). 
• Escalating conflicts may occur, characterised by venting personal 
hostilities and the expression of long suppressed emotions or ideas 
(Schultz et al., 2003). 
2.8.3 Norming 
Here, the team finally begins pulling together, and acting as a cohesive 
group. Roles and processes are negotiated and agreed on. Team members 
begin working interdependently, providing needed mutual support. The 
team is ready to tackle its goals and reaches agreement on how team 
decisions are to be made. Depending on the circumstances, decision 
making authority should be distributed by the team leader to members as 
much as possible, consistent with the leader’s own authority and 
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responsibilities: 
• Determining the way we do things around here; 
• team conflict is replaced by a feeling of cohesiveness; 
• teams experience a sense of unity or team identity; 
• membership stability also characterises this stage; 
• member satisfaction also increased at this stage; and 
• individuals are more likely to accept or be persuaded by team norms 
(Schultz et al., 2003). 
2.8.4 Performing 
All the hard work of creating the team and moving it through the earlier 
stages of team development pays off in this, the task performance stage. 
Meaningful functional relationships have developed between individuals. 
Trust and respect among teammates has grown considerably. Leadership 
issues are resolved by working them through with others, interdependently. 
The group now has an identity of its own and focuses on achieving agreed-
on goals as effectively and efficiently as possible. Truly cohesive teams are 
obvious to an outside observer, who will notice that members interact in 
these important ways: 
• They trust one another.  
• They engage in unfiltered and productive conflict around ideas.  
• They commit to decisions and plans of actions.  
• They hold themselves and one another accountable for delivering 
against those plans.  
• They focus on the achievement of collective results. 
• Effectively achieving team goals. 
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• High productivity is most likely when teams have been together for 
some time. 
• Effective performance occurs late in the development life of the team. 
• As a rule, non-cohesive teams are less productive than cohesive 
teams; however, not all cohesive teams are productive.  Some social 
loafing may occur with team members becoming unoccupied (Schultz 
et al., 2003). 
2.8.5 Adjourning 
Closure  with the team, during this, the dissolution stage: 
• Teams may adjourn spontaneously or by design.   
• Planned dissolution occurs when the team has completed its task or 
exhausted its resources. 
• Spontaneous dissolution occurs when members are unable to resolve 
conflicts, its members grow dissatisfied and depart, or when repeated 
failure makes the team unable to continue.   
• If dissolution is unexpected, members may experience a great deal of 
conflict or anxiety.  The team members may have become dependant 
on one another and may become emotional about the parting of 
ways (Schultz et al., 2003). 
2.8.6 Mourning / Grieving  
• Members may feel empty or sad when a group activity has finished. 
• Some members might feel the mourning stage more acutely than 
others (Schultz et al., 2003). 
2.8.7 Retiring 
• Some members may leave the group. 
It is important to note that although the stages of team development would 
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appear to occur one at a time, in actual practice it is possible, and even 
usual, for two or more stages to be in progress at the same time. For example, 
even after a team emerges into the norming and performing stages, should 
new team members join, the challenges of the forming and storming stages 
can arise again until the new members are fully integrated into the team. 
Team leaders who understand these dynamics will see to it that new 
members are integrated in a systematic and sensitive way that is designed to 
build trust and commitment between and among them and the existing 
team members (Schultz et al., 2003).  
2.9 Work Teams 
A team can be defined as a small number of people with complementary 
skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals and a 
work strategy for which they feel mutually accountable.  A team is 
considered as a group that has matured to the performing stage.  Due to 
conflicts over leadership and member roles during the storming and norming 
phases, many groups never reach this stage. Gordon (as quoted by Nel, Van 
Dyk, Haasbroek, Schultz, Sono & Werner, 2004:  364) stated that teams are 
created for specific purposes, often, but not always, with a short-term scope.  
Teams differ from groups in the intensity with which they work on specific tasks 
or projects. 
Katzenbach and Smith (as quoted by Kreitner & Kinicki, 2007:  340) stated 
that it was a mistake to use the terms group and team interchangeably. After 
studying many different kinds of teams - from athletic to corporate - they 
concluded that successful teams take on a life of their own.  Katzenbach 
and Smith (as quoted by Kreitner & Kinicki, 2007:  340) define a team as "a 
small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a 
common purpose, performance goals and approach for which they hold 
themselves mutually accountable". 
Relative to Tuckman's theory of group development - according to 
Katzenbach and Smith (as quoted by Kreitner & Kinicki, 2007:  340), teams are 
task groups that have matured to the performing stage (but not slipped into 
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decay). Because of conflicts over power and authority and unstable 
interpersonal relations, many work groups never qualify as a real team.  
Katzenbach and Smith (1993:  111) clarified the distinction this way: "The 
essence of a team is common commitment. Without it, groups perform as 
individuals; with it, they become a powerful unit of collective performance".  
2.10 Successful Work Team Dynamics 
Nel et al. (2004:  364) noted that successful work teams have the following 
characteristics: 
• A clear vision and goal, which are internalised by each member. 
• Consists of a diverse group of individuals who, due to their unique 
characteristics, make unique contributions to the groups’ success. 
• Disagreement is considered as constructive and members are willing to 
consider all ideas with an open mind. 
• Interpersonal relations are relaxed with ample open communication 
and mutual support. 
• Group members identify strongly with the group and feel proud of the 
way the group functions as well as its achievements. 
• Change is not feared, but initiated. 
• Networking with outside individuals and groups is used to achieve 
excellence and to build credibility. 
• Even though the group might have a formal leader, leadership shifts 
from member to member depending on the task at hand. 
Group members evaluate their own development and performance and 
seek opportunities for continuous learning. In a study on the strategies for 
workplace teams, Schultz et al. (2003:  96 - 113) organise their literature 
around the key construct of “the dynamics of groups and teams”. 
Schultz et al. (2003) begin their review with a descriptive viewpoint on how 
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teams empower employees and managers, and look at the Spar group who 
based its success on owner-managed stores owned by entrepreneurs who 
benefited from the branding and buying power associated with the group.  
The authors then define what groups and teams are and the characteristics 
of team based organisations.  In their argument they refer to why groups and 
teams are important and the various types of teams that exist in the 
workplace. They then move on to discuss the process model for 
implementation of workplace teams and explain the different phases 
involved, and the problems associated with teams. 
Tuckman and Jensen (as quoted by Schultz et al., 2003)  investigated the 
dynamics of groups and teams and concluded that various stages existed in 
the development and performance of group workplace teams, as discussed 
in the introduction.  The study went on further to discuss the barriers and 
factors affecting team development and performance, and methods on 
how to build high-performance teams. 
Robbins, Odendaal and Roodt (2003:  200 - 215) look at why teams have 
become popular and the differences between teams and groups.  They 
review the conditions that foster and support the introduction of self-
managed work teams and the lessons learnt; and a case study done at Iscor 
on mission-directed teams, reviewing the background, aims, implementation 
process, and what the benefits and success factors were. Their review moves 
further to identify ways of creating effective teams. They further review the 
different approaches to team roles and types of work and how these work 
functions can be used in a very useful and simple way to assess the success 
or failure of a team or organisation. They end with a review of the chapter by 
addressing the contemporary issues in managing teams. 
2.11 Different Types of Teams in the Workplace 
Teams form a critical link between the individual and the organisation, 
because they accomplish tasks that cannot always be achieved by 
individuals. “Workplace teams are categorised into a number of types, based 
on their overall purpose, mode of functioning and structure” (Schultz et al., 
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2003:  98). As organisations grow and become structurally more complex, the 
need for groups of people to work together in coordinated ways to achieve 
objectives which contribute to the overall aims of the organisation, has 
become increasingly urgent. The reasons for implementing team based 
working in organisations are as follows: 
• To enact organisational strategy – team based organisations can react 
quickly and effectively in the fast changing environments most 
companies now encounter. 
• To develop and deliver products and services quickly and cost 
effectively – team members working in parallel and interdependently. 
• To enable organisations to learn more effectively – intellectual capital 
is shared and retained by a number of individuals. 
• To promote improved quality management – by combining team 
members’ diverse perspectives which leads to high quality decision 
making and innovation. 
• To engender radical change – the breadth of perspective offered by 
cross functional teams produces the questioning and integration of 
diverse perspectives. 
• Time is saved – activities are performed concurrently as opposed to 
sequentially by individuals. 
• Innovation is promoted – result of cross-fertilisation of ideas. 
• Flat organisations can be coordinated and directed more effectively 
(Schultz et al., 2003). 
 2.11.1 Problem Solving Teams 
Problem solving teams are typically composed of 5 to 12 employees from the 
same department who meet to discuss ways of improving quality, efficiency, 
and the work environment. The members share ideas and offer suggestions 
on how work processes and methods can be improved (Robbins, 2003:  287). 
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Robbins et al. (2003:  201) state that these types of teams are rarely given the 
authority to unilaterally implement any of their suggested actions. They state 
that these types of teams were widely used during the 1980’s and were 
known as quality circles. The Phagamisa Project was launched in the early 
1990’s by the National Productivity Institute with the support of the National 
Association for Productivity and Quality Circles in South Africa. Its main 
objective was to develop the workforce and involve everyone in the drive for 
improved productivity and quality. 
“Management must give meaningful and visible support to the team; teams 
need to be part of an ongoing total approach to improvement; all 
stakeholders must be involved; and adequate training needs to be an 
ongoing process” (Robbins et al., 2003:  201), are just a few of the 
prerequisites for the success of problem solving teams. 
 2.11.2 Cross-Functional and Functional Teams 
According to Schultz et al. (2003:  98), cross-functional teams that cut across 
different departments are used by team based and conventional 
organisations. Various departments get involved at an early stage of 
planning and work together for the duration of the project. Allen (as quoted 
by Schultz et al., 2003:  98) notes that although the initial team might consist 
of three to four people, it might grow to 20 or more as the project nears 
completion, whereas, functional teams are made up of team members all 
working together in a section or department. Most of the employees in 
functional teams have similar competencies but they still need to respond 
directly to a supervisor. 
Robbins et al. (2003:  204) note that cross-functional teams would be made 
up of people from different work areas, but from the same hierarchical level, 
who come together to accomplish a task. Cross-functional teams gained 
popularity in the late 1980’s with the major automobile manufacturers such as 
Toyota, Honda, Nissan, BMW and GM. The main objective for the creation of 
these cross-functional teams was to help coordinate complex projects. 
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In essence, cross-functional teams are an effective means for allowing 
people from diverse areas within and between organisations to exchange 
information, develop new ideas, solve problems and coordinate complex 
projects. Cross-functional teams are extremely time-consuming in their early 
stages of development as members need to build trust and team work 
among themselves, especially if they come from different backgrounds with 
different experiences and perspectives. These early stage members will need 
to learn to work with diversity and complexity (Robbins et al., 2003:  204). 
2.11.3 Project Teams 
Project teams are implemented on a temporary basis and include 
representatives from the relevant functional areas. These teams are formed 
to address specific production and support problems. Schultz et al. (2003:  
98), state that project teams use a multidisciplinary approach to meet their 
goals, and in most cases, a project leader is chosen for his or her team-
leading ability rather than technical competence. When organisations make 
use of many project teams it creates a number of challenges for them with 
regard to large amounts of people moving in and out of teams. The 
dynamics of new members that join project teams can either re-energise a 
team or negatively affect performance of the team for a while. 
 2.11.4 Management and Shared Service Teams 
Mohrman and Mohrman (as quoted by Schultz et al., 2003:  99) argue that 
although everyone in a team based organisation has a role in management, 
the pure management role still exists. A management team integrates the 
work of the other teams and makes authoritative decisions about strategy, 
priorities, resource allocation, and coordination for an organisation that has 
multiple teams. 
Mohrman and Mohrman (as quoted by Schultz et al., 2003:  99) move on to 
argue that certain individuals whose work is of a specialist or supportive 
nature, may organise themselves into shared service teams providing 
consulting services to the core work teams. Schultz et al. (2003:  99) state that 
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in some organisations, plant managers delegate support department 
functions to volunteer teams. This in turn frees up certain managers to 
redesign and improve overall production processes rather than spend time in 
the direct supervision of labour. 
 2.11.5 Virtual Teams 
Robbins et al. (2003:  204) state that virtual teams are members who are 
dispersed geographically but tied together to achieve a common goal, 
whether they are only a room away or continents apart. Virtual teams 
communicate online using communication links like wide-area networks, 
video conferencing, or email. They can share information, make decisions 
and complete tasks the same as other teams; in addition, they can include 
members from the same organisation or link the organisation’s members with 
employees from other organisations. 
Robbins et al. (2003:  204) note that there are three primary factors that 
differentiate virtual teams from face-to-face teams. They are: (1) “the 
absence of para-verbal and non-verbal cues”; (2) “limited social contact”; 
and (3) “the ability to overcome time and space constraints”. 
As stated before, virtual teams are able to complete their work even if 
members are thousands of kilometres apart and separated by time zones. 
The inception of virtual teams is mainly due to the change of modern 
technology and the means to communicate around the world at any given 
period (Robbins et al., 2003). 
In a study undertaken by Gould (as quoted by Robbins et al., 2003:  205), his 
research revealed the following results in characteristics and terms of 
leadership: virtual teams took on the same basic structure as real teams in 
that their early stages of projects are usually characterised by a certain 
amount of randomness, chaos and decision making. It was noted that as the 
team matured, so the team become more efficient in their processes. 
Gould’s research indicated that few virtual teams are 100 percent virtual 
because they tend to have some face-to-face meetings. The study further 
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indicated that virtual teams get the job done and that the people could be 
trusted. 
In terms of leadership in virtual teams, Gould’s (as quoted by Robbins et al., 
2003:  205) study revealed that individual recognition was infrequent and 
when it occurred, it was either by email or telephone. Celebrations of team 
accomplishments were rarely initiated by leaders in that geography and 
expenses made this impossible and team leaders occasionally offered 
support and coaching to team members (Robbins et al., 2003:  205). 
Gould’s (as quoted by Robbins et al., 2003:  205) study revealed that the 
overall experience of virtual team members were positive, with the biggest 
area of complaint being communication problems such as a lack of project 
visibility, difficulties getting hold of people, and difficulties in deriving meaning 
from text-based messages. His study concluded with tips on how to alleviate 
communication problems, by establishing a code of conduct to avoid 
delays. 
 2.11.6 Self-Directed Teams (SDT’s) 
Lau, Shani, Mey and Retts (as quoted by Schultz et al., 2003:  98) state that 
effective self-directed teams “share a common vision, with goals that clarify 
in line with company strategy; accept responsibility for tasks and have a 
strong influence when it comes to setting goals; able to accomplish tasks and 
solve problems without supervision; have autonomy to make important 
decisions about work, people and internal distribution of tasks using 
consensus; decide on recruitment and disciplinary issues; consist of four to 
twelve multi-skilled team members and display high levels of trust among 
members”. 
For self-directed teams to be successful, employees and team leaders need 
to embrace the concept and work independently. With self-directed teams, 
employees are empowered by means of inputs, participation, decision 
making, and the sharing of information (Lau, Shani, Mey and Retts as quoted 
by Schultz et al., 2003:  98). 
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 2.11.7 Self-Managed Work Teams 
Robbins et al. (2003:  201) defined self-managed work teams as a permanent 
group of 6 to 18 relatively highly skilled members. These highly skilled 
members take joint responsibility for a whole process or product through the 
performance of a wide variety of tasks within clearly defined boundaries. 
They state that fully self-managed teams even select their own members and 
they evaluate each other’s performance. This process of evaluation 
decreases the importance of supervisory positions and may even be 
eliminated.  
Veldsman (as quoted by Robbins et al., 2003:  203) states a few lessons learnt 
with the introduction of self-managed work teams. He stated that there must 
be: 
• Top-level commitment and management-employee trust; 
• the willingness to take risks and experiment with sufficient time, 
resources, and patience; 
• a high investment in training and development with the provision of 
both hard and soft skills to teams; and 
• the creation of the team’s own version of goals and objectives and 
maintaining the right momentum. 
Veldsman (as quoted by Robbins et al., 2003:  203) pointed out a few 
difficulties that might be experienced when implementing self-managed 
work teams. Some of these difficulties are: 
• That a high investment is made when these teams are introduced to 
the organisation and a considerable period that passes before these 
self-managed work teams become fully institutionalised.  
• Organisation’s policies, design, and culture need to change to support 
these teams; there is continued pressure by teams for future upward 
evolution which may place the initial team mandate under pressure.  
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• A high degree of change-management skills is required to introduce 
the team successfully and perseverance and persistence as well as a 
willingness to accept help; and finally, the provision of assurances to 
act as a safety net underneath the change.  
• Self-managed teams can be regarded as the highest form of 
teamwork in organisations. The essence of these teams is contained in 
the concepts of involvement, empowerment, enabling, leadership, 
and evolution (Robbins et al., 2003). 
Veldsman (as quoted by Robbins et al., 2003:  203) notes that the essential 
difference between self-managed work teams and traditional teams is in the 
dynamics and processes of continuous evolution toward increasingly high 
levels of involvement, empowerment, enabling, and leadership. Self-
managed work teams are the creation of “learning” organisations where 
involvement can be described as the freedom awarded to the 
organisational members to take independent action; and the empowerment 
refers to the scope of the core team task. Enabling refers to the 
competencies and conduct individual team members must have and the 
respect for each other. Thus, enabling and empowerment must be kept in 
balance at all times in order to create the necessary performance potential. 
Therefore, leadership can be defined as those activities that contribute 
towards the establishment and maintenance of the team performance 
conditions relative to the given core team task and the goals to be achieved 
(Robbins et al., 2003:  204). 
 2.11.8 Improvement Teams 
These teams, as their name indicate, make recommendations for changes in 
the organisation, whether it is processes, technology or services. It is the 
team’s responsibility to execute any improvement initiative. Members of 
these kinds of teams usually come from work teams.  The difference between 
the two is that improvement teams are often only temporary.  They are 
created to work on a specific initiative and then disband once successfully 
executed.  Project teams, audit teams, quality improvement teams are all 
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examples of improvement teams (Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  142). 
 2.11.9 Integration Teams 
These teams are responsible for making sure that work is smoothly co-
ordinated across the organisation.  These teams link two or more 
interdependent teams around a common focus, such as technology, serving 
as a link between work teams and improvement teams.  Integration team 
members are normally composed of interdependent teams, which are 
linked.  Management represents such a team, which set the company 
strategy, goals and monitors the performance of the execution thereof 
(Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  142). 
 2.11.10 The Strategy Team 
The balanced scorecard is about the frameworks which are used to convert 
company strategy into measures using four categories which are financial, 
customer, internal and learning, and growth.  According to Robert Kaplan 
(2005: 18) “one important issue that has emerged is that companies need to 
sustain the balance scorecard once it has been implemented”.  Kaplan 
argues that it is because of this, that, as he puts it, “the office of strategy 
management” comes in.  This office would operate exactly as an Information 
Technology or Marketing office, but its sole purpose would be to assist 
executives to implement strategy.  The strategy team would be headed by a 
person who would need to know the most critical issues discussed at 
executive meetings and ensure that his team is well briefed.  This person and 
office would be similar to that of a chief-of-staff. 
2.12 Workplace Team Methodologies 
Most companies, if not all, always state that their employees are their most 
valuable assets, and try to create a well-trained and motivated work force.  
People are often placed in teams for various reasons depending on the 
function required of the team and the skills of its members. Nevertheless 
because team members are normally from various departments, and all do 
tasks in different ways, they have to adopt some kind of strategy or 
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methodology to create synergy.  
Following are some of the methodologies teams adopt to accomplish their 
missions. 
 2.12.1 Light Methodologies 
This is all about working at “a pace that can be maintained indefinitely”. 
Light processes are engaged which require team members to work and 
maintain a steady pace that will keep everyone on the team challenged. A 
balance between work and personal lives is key to light methodologies. Light 
methodologies value simplicity over complexity. Mochal and Mochal (2003), 
project management experts, argue that the theory behind light 
methodologies is that excessive overtime quickly reaches a point of 
diminished returns. They further comment that should one have to work extra 
hours for a short period of time, the goal is to quickly move back to the 
equilibrium point which can be maintained indefinitely (Mochal & Mochal, 
2003). 
2.12.2 Continuous Improvement 
By introducing a Total Quality System it will form the basis for a company-wide 
strategy for continuous improvement.  Teams will be obliged to follow this 
strategy and are therefore effectively used to achieve the goals set out by 
the company. Methods for enhancing team building techniques to achieve 
continuous quality improvement of systems and processes are integrated into 
all operations.  Individuals are trained in four major categories, which are 
brainstorming, problem solving, quality control techniques and group 
participation. At the end of the training programme these individuals are 
assigned to manageable teams, organised by their discipline or work areas 
(Kasputis, Shaw, Causton, McGeehan & Lipka, 1994). 
 2.12.3 The ‘Six Sigma’ Methodology 
This is yet another methodology used by teams in order to positively impact 
on a company’s bottom line, as this can be a critical part of a company’s 
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plan to achieve optimal operational performance.  
“Six Sigma stands for Six Standard Deviations (Sigma is the Greek letter used 
to represent standard deviation in statistics) from mean. Six Sigma 
methodology provides the techniques and tools to improve the capability 
and reduce the defects in any process” (Six Sigma Tutorial, no date). 
The article (Six Sigma Tutorial, no date) explains that when this methodology is 
applied, it will improve any existing business process by constantly reviewing 
and fine-tuning the process.  To be able to achieve this, Six Sigma reduces 
the variation to achieve improved quality; it listens to the voice of the 
customer, and then uses a methodology known as DMAIC, which stands for: 
Define opportunities, Measure performance, Analyse opportunity, Improve 
performance, Control performance. 
Six Sigma experts, also known as Green Belts and Black Belts, “[are] skilled in 
maintaining and assisting team members toward self-actualisation, and in 
monitoring and addressing key individual performance factors which is 
critical to overall team success. With a well-maintained team comes team 
synergy, which results in happier, healthier, and more productive employees” 
(Niles, 2005). 
2.12.4 The ‘Process’ Methodology 
According to an article written by  McAfee (no date), those companies who 
have succeeded with the integration of business team building share some 
common characteristics – “key among them being the establishment of non-
negotiable team business process parameters that act as a solid and 
consistent foundation to sustain the change.” They believe that “these 
common elements form the foundations and framework of a company team 
infrastructure and are, therefore, critical to its existence and business 
success.” 
The team must “develop a clearly defined process implementation strategy 
that is based on the organisational strengths. This team building strategy 
outlines the processes and boundaries that will provide the necessary 
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structure for a team culture to thrive. By establishing non-negotiable business 
processes and defining them in the plan, organisational leaders ensure 
consistent application of team processes. The non-negotiable team 
processes act as an objective reference point to evaluate business results” 
(McAfee, no date). 
2.12.5 The ‘Balanced Scorecard’ Methodology 
By using the Balanced Scorecard Methodology, a team can (1) align and 
support key business processes and (2) translate the business strategy into 
operational objectives, measures, targets and initiatives (Berkman, 2005). 
“Because the Balanced Scorecard requires every action to answer to 
established corporate goals, using the Scorecard … can still help promote 
alignment and eliminate projects that contribute little or no strategic value” 
(Berkman, 2005). 
No manager can ignore the bottom line – the key indicator of what has 
happened (i.e., a “lagging indicator”).  But one needs a “balanced 
scorecard” to measure not just how one has been doing, but also how well 
one is doing (“current indicators”) and can expect to do in the future 
(“leading indicators”)(Chaudron, 2005). 
Hence any team, which introduces and perform to their Balanced 
Scorecard, with the correct metrics, will make a positive impact on the 
bottom line. 
“Mobil Oil (now Exxon Mobil) leaped from last to first in profitability within its 
industry from 1993 to 1995, a rank it maintained for the next four years.” It 
attributes “at least part of the solution to having implemented the Balanced 
Scorecard” (Berkman, 2005). 
2.12.6 The ‘ITIL’ Methodology 
This methodology is very specific to managing information technology. ITIL 
stands for Information Technology Infrastructure Library and although created 
by the UK government, it is currently the most widely accepted method of 
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managing IT infrastructure. 
At ITSM & ISM World, ITIL is defined as “a series of documents that are used to 
aid the implementation of a framework for IT Service Management (ITSM). 
This framework defines how Service Management is applied within specific 
organisations. Being a framework, it is completely customisable for 
applications within any type of business or organisation that has a reliance on 
IT infrastructure. 
ITIL consists of 7 sets: Service Support; Service Delivery; Planning to Implement 
Service Management; ICT Infrastructure Management; Applications 
Management; Security Management; The Business Perspective” (ITIL, no 
date). 
Teams implementing ITIL get the following additional benefits:  
• Since ITIL is publicly available and maintained, there is no need for a 
high-priced consulting firm to use its methodology. 
• ITIL is constantly improving based on shared best practices. 
• Remove the risk of new implementations. 
• Quality focused through improvements of IT Services delivery (ITIL, no 
date). 
2.12.7 The ‘COBIT’ Methodology 
This is another methodology, which is very specific to managing information 
technology. COBIT stands for Control Objectives for Information and Related 
Technology (Sudhanshu, 2004). 
COBIT has been developed as a generally applicable and accepted 
standard for good Information Technology (IT) security and control practices 
that provides a reference framework for management, users, and IS audit, 
control and security practitioners (Sudhanshu, 2004). 
Some of the advantages for team implementing and operating on the COBIT 
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Methodology are: 
• COBIT is recognised and accepted by the international community 
and complies with ISO 17799.  
• It helps to bridge the gap between IT functions and the business and 
auditors.  
• COBIT provides exceptionally strong support for IT audit. 
• COBIT shortens the time to implement effective practices within an 
organisation.  
• Lastly, COBIT is flexible and will continually evolve (Sudhanshu, 2004). 
2.12.8 The ‘PRINCE’ Methodology 
This methodology is very specific to managing projects. Now on its 2nd 
edition, being referred to as PRINCE2, it stands for Projects In Controlled 
Environment, a project management method covering the organisation, 
management and control of projects (Office of Government Commerce, 
2005). 
“PRINCE provides benefits to the managers and directors of a project and to 
an organisation, through the controllable use of resources and the ability to 
manage business and project risk more effectively” (Office of Government 
Commerce, 2005). 
Some of the advantages for team implementing and operating on the 
PRINCE method are (Office of Government Commerce, 2005): 
• Its focus is on business justification; 
• a defined organisation structure for the project management; 
• its product-based planning approach;  
• its emphasis on dividing the project into manageable and controllable 
stages; and 
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• its flexibility to be applied at a level appropriate to the project. 
PRINCE embodies established and proven best practice in project 
management. It is widely recognised and understood, providing a common 
language for all participants in a project. PRINCE encourages formal 
recognition of responsibilities within a project and focuses on what a project 
is to deliver, why, when and for whom. PRINCE provides projects with: 
• A controlled and organised start, middle and end; 
• regular reviews of progress against plan and against the Business Case 
flexible decision points; 
• automatic management control of any deviations from the plan; 
• the involvement of management and stakeholders at the right time 
and place during the project; and 
• good communication channels between the project, project 
management, and the rest of the organisation (Office of Government 
Commerce, 2005). 
Managers and teams using PRINCE are able to: 
• Establish terms of reference as a pre-requisite to the start of a project; 
• use a defined structure for delegation, authority and communication; 
• divide the project into manageable stages for more accurate 
planning; 
• ensure resource commitment from management is part of any 
approval to proceed; 
• provide regular but brief management reports; and 
• keep meetings with management and stakeholders to a minimum but 
at the vital points in the project (Office of Government Commerce, 
2005). 
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2.13 Managing Workplace Teams for Success 
Although a team’s progress may be unpredictable while moving through the 
different stages of forming, storming, norming, and performing, this transition 
has to be managed.  Some of the ways to do this is by carefully selecting 
members according to the skill set required, planning team structures and 
phasing in team responsibilities over time (Robbins, Bergman, Stagg & 
Coulter, 2004:  212). Other strategies or techniques that could be applied will 
now be discussed.  
2.13.1 Redesign Work 
The CEO of Zenger Miller (Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  163) advises that improved 
communication accumulates just by switching to teams, it is generally only 
after work has been redesigned that it is possible to streamline processes and 
remove variances. 
In accomplishing this teams should: 
• Focus on strategic issues rather and not try to redesign everything at 
once, that is prioritise. 
• Work should be organised around whole processes. 
• Job responsibilities should be expanded so that traditional 
management tasks and decisions lie with the teams. 
• The design must be of such a nature that immediate feedback is 
possible. 
• Ensure that teams have access to resources as and when required. 
• Keep it simple and don’t over design (Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  164).  
2.13.2 Redesign the Compensation System 
If your pay system is designed like those in traditional companies for example 
the Patterson Scale remuneration system, then one will probably have to 
redesign it to a pay for skills and knowledge system. Furthermore, monetary 
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incentives should be put in place for team performance (Boyett & Boyett, 
1998). 
Lawler (quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  165) argues that one should rather: 
• Tie pay increases to learning identified skills. 
• Create broad pay bands, which should allow for significant increases 
as employees upgrade themselves by acquiring additional skills. 
• Where a particular skill is used for a short period of time, pay a bonus. 
• Tie promotions and pay increases to the increases in identified skills. 
2.13.3 Redesign the Information System 
Where dispersed networks and databases exist, these will probably have to 
be collaborated or merged into single systems. Teams will have to work off 
the same database, and will have to have access to the progress of their 
project and information relating to the overall progress on how well the 
company is doing. The objective of this is to share resources and systems and 
generally requires economies of scale to be affordable (Boyett & Boyett, 
1998:  167). 
2.13.4 Change or Eliminate Individual Performance Appraisals 
Deming’s assessment (Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  166) shows that annual 
employee performance appraisal is detrimental to teamwork. If it is not 
changed to reflect the team then people are more likely to be competitive 
rather than collaborative with their team members. However, if individual 
assessments are to stay, the best would be to: 
• Change the performance criteria to emphasize team work; 
• involve the members in the appraisal process; and 
• try to keep the appraisal process as simple and informal as possible 
(Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  167). 
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2.13.5 Set Specific and Demanding Team Performance Goals 
Katzenbach and Smith (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  167) state that 
“a demanding performance challenge … is far more important to team 
success than team building exercises”.  These goals must also be specific, like 
achieving a zero defect rate while at the same time cutting costs by 30 
percent. 
Such goals facilitate clear communication and constructive conflict within 
the team, teams focus on getting the results and it has a leveling effect 
conducive to team behaviour (Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  167). 
2.13.6 Keep the Teams Small 
Another strategy for successful management of workplace teams is to keep 
teams small. According to Lawler (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  168) 
the ideal size of a team is anywhere between five and nine members, and 
never more than fifteen. Parker (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  168) on 
the other hand suggests the size for an optimal team is between four and six 
members, with ten to twelve being the maximum for effectiveness.  
2.13.7 Create the Right Work Environment 
According to Lawler (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  169) the work 
environment must be consistent with the philosophical underpinning of a 
team-base, high performance organisation. He argues that even the physical 
layout of the work teams may need to change. Putting members in the same 
physical space tends to bring more cohesiveness and team effectiveness he 
says. But on the other hand virtual teams argue that face-to-face interaction 
and closeness is not important to them. Common space and high level of 
personal interaction is, however, critical to improvement teams as members 
are normally from different departments forcing certain structures to be in 
place. 
2.13.8 Intervene 
Management should at all times be aware of the status of teams and when 
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intervention is required; they step in and introduce measures to change the 
status quo. It is almost certain that most teams will at some point get stuck, be 
it through conflict, fatigue or loss of interest. 
Katzenbach and Smith (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 1998:  169) cite eight 
signs when teams are stuck, which are: 
• When there is a loss of energy and enthusiasm; 
• when there is a sense of helplessness; 
• when there is a lack of purpose and no-one has a clue what it is all 
about; 
• when there is unconstructive, one-sided discussions; 
• when agendas start getting more important than meeting outcomes; 
• when cynicism and mistrust creep in; 
• when backstabbing starts; and 
• when finger pointing starts. 
When these signs appear, management should intervene and adopt 
approaches like what Katzenbach and Smith (as quoted by Boyett & Boyett, 
1998:  169) suggest: 
• Revisit the basics; 
• inject new information and approaches; 
• make use of facilitators and training; 
• go for small wins; and 
• opt to change members and team leaders. 
2.13.9 Putting Theory into Action 
The theory is the easy part, applying it in the workplace is the challenge; the 
author suggests the following actions: 
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i. Establish goals and roles. When teams first form, especially in settings where 
people do not know each other well, one must take time for members to 
meet and become comfortable with each other. Then lead a discussion 
about the goals, roles and processes going forward. Obtain input from each 
team member. Ask for agreement. Get commitments. Establish collaborative 
rules or guidelines for how the team will operate. One action at an early 
meeting could be for all members to state what strengths and competencies 
they believe they bring to the team and for this information to be recorded, 
maintained and expanded as the life of the team progresses. 
ii. Observe the flow of conversations. As the team meets from time to time, 
pay attention to how the conversations between members unfold. Is anyone 
dominating meetings or having a negative impact? If so, have a private one-
on-one discussion to get that person on board with more collaborative and 
sensitive behaviour. 
iii. Create an open environment. Is anyone not openly participating? Bear in 
mind that people often do not speak up because they are afraid of being 
judged and would rather wait until they feel safe before speaking. A leader 
can set the tone for encouraging ideas to be put on the table by asking that 
judgment be suspended until all ideas are fully aired and considered. Also, if 
the leader models his or her own willingness to be vulnerable, it will send the 
message that it is okay not to be perfect or right all the time. 
iv. Get relationship issues on the table. What is the quality of the relationships 
between team members? What kinds of conflicts exist? Are there 
assumptions people hold about each other that are destructive or 
unrealistic? Are there hidden agendas or sacred cows that are not being 
addressed? It is crucial to surface these matters and discuss them in mature, 
respectful ways. Teams that are able to move past sensitive issues are on their 
way to creating the trust that is necessary for high performance. One way to 
surface issues during a team meeting is to have people anonymously fill out 
index cards with the issues they want addressed and then have the leader or 
a designated member read the cards to the group. 
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v. Be aware of gossip and “triangles”. Gossip and triangles between 
members are poisonous and tend to perpetuate conflict and low 
performance. The bottom line is that it is in the best interest of the team and 
all its members to avoid gossip and triangles and to support the resolution of 
interpersonal conflicts. 
vi. As a team, define “trust” and associated expectations. Trust is the glue that 
will hold the team together, especially during times of high stress. Trust is often 
thought of as a simple, easily defined concept, but in reality it encompasses 
at least four concepts, as illustrated by the following questions one might 
have about a teammate:  
• Are you honest and open and will you always tell me the full truth?  
• Are you competent to actually accomplish what you undertake to do?  
• Will you follow through and keep your promises in a timely way?  
• Do you care enough about me that you will represent my interests 
when I am not in the room?  
If behaviours occur that create trust issues, one of your responsibilities as 
team leader is to make sure the issues are openly addressed as soon as 
possible. Do not let trust issues fester. Once trust is broken, it is difficult to 
mend.  
vii. Utilise strengths and create opportunities. Be sure to use team members 
for the strengths they bring to the effort. At the same time, be sensitive to their 
individual desires to develop new competencies. Provide opportunities for 
them to learn and develop additional skills and knowledge as the team 
project moves forward by assigning responsibilities that will require them to 
stretch and also by providing needed support while they are learning. 
viii. Lead by example and obtain feedback. Remember, leadership by 
example is a powerful way to influence others. Remember also that leaders 
cannot choose not to lead by example. Whatever the leader does (or does 
not do) sets an example for team members, whether or not intended. This 
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means it is essential for a leader to be self-aware and choose his or her 
behaviours carefully so that a positive message is continually sent to the 
team. One thing leaders must do to assure their example is productive is 
obtain as much feedback from colleagues and team members as possible 
and then modify their own behaviours accordingly. 
ix. Where high performance meets long-term goals. As a new partner 
transitioning to greater levels of leadership responsibility, one will be well 
served to foster a participative leadership style and build one’s knowledge of 
team dynamics. By being on the leading edge of high-performing, high-
functioning teams, one will serve your department in creating greater client 
satisfaction and more opportunities to obtain new business. Moreover, one 
will find that competencies and skills in this area are critical in demonstrating 
true ownership in the team and further ascending in the department’s 
leadership structure. You will also come to know that being an effective 
leader is easier than one feared and, undoubtedly, worth the effort. 
2.14 Conclusion 
The literature review in this chapter encompassed teams, team dynamics 
and team methodologies which presented the author, in chapter 3, the 
foundation to establish a basis to formulate a research design and 
methodology to validate the research hypothesis.  
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CHAPTER 3 - RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
According to Aaker, Kumar and Day (2004:  73), research design is the 
detailed blue print used to guide the implementation of a research study 
towards the realisation of its objectives. The research design is therefore 
crucial and requires careful preparation as it represents the procedure to 
follow when conducting the experiment while at the same time trying to 
overcome the difficulties that would distort the results. 
To this end, the author reports on the findings of a literature review of text 
concerned with experimental methodology which has guided the research 
design of his study. 
3.2 Research Design 
3.2.1 Identify Research Problem 
High performing teams are a result of the type of organisational systems, 
regulations and policies practiced by an organisation whatever the industry 
and whatever the locale and environment. What the differences are in the 
types of teams that exist in the modern workplace, and what it is that 
facilitates effective and high performance of such teams specifically those 
that are “guest facing” in an operational casino with specific focus on the 
progression of team dynamics, and how do these characteristics vary from 
the initial start-up of urban and rural casinos given different demographics. 
3.3 Empirical Research 
The empirical research would determine the validity of the hypothesis that 
there were very few organisations in South Africa involved in the casino 
business. It would also establish correlations and distinctions in formulating 
and maintaining team dynamics between the regulated casino environment 
of the "guest facing" worker and that of the strategies of the casino business 
plan. 
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Workplace teams are counter-cultural, diverse and un-South African.  
Cooperation is their underlying foundation; but the culture, especially the 
work culture, mediates against cooperation, the current industrial economy 
encourages the opposite, it feeds on harnessing, controlling and rewarding 
individual effort. 
The basic work contract has always been the exchange of individual labour 
and time for pay. The South African economic engine runs on the ability to 
focus this individual effort and aim it at filling individual needs continually 
created and reinforced. The result is the South African consumer economy. 
Teams in the workplace run counter to our South African economic culture 
because they clash with its underpinnings: individual effort and reward, and 
individual freedom of action. Teams are misused, confused and abused in 
the organisations where they are attempted.  They are started for the wrong 
reasons, done poorly and supported inadequately. 
In the author’s research component, a list of generic comments on team 
work was adapted from an article by Gates (2005), which were relevant to 
the challenges, opportunities and failures in respect of strategies for the 
management of workplace teams, experienced by the Cashiering 
Department at GrandWest as well as the Slots Department at the Golden 
Valley. 
It followed the basis of formal discussions between members of the Sun 
International Group, Cashiering Managers, Cashiers, Slots Managers and 
Guest Service Attendants. 
Listed hereunder are the questions directed at the research participants as 
gleaned from the article by Gates (2005): 
i. Do it down there.  A cartoon shows a worker standing, hat in hand, wide-
eyed, in front of the boss's desk. The boss is loudly explaining, "Worker 
participation is on Monday and Wednesday, you ignorant twit (foolish 
person)!  Today is Tuesday"! If you're in charge, make sure you define whom 
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teams are for (and how often, where and when they meet), and don't 
include yourself.   
ii. Call it something spiffy (smart). Normally management unilaterally starts a 
"team programme."  The management leadership seeks help because "World 
Class Teamwork" hadn't caught on as expected with the workforce.  
When you start your team effort, call it something spiffy (smart).  There are 
hundreds of so-called "High performance High-commitment Full Participation 
Work Systems" out there struggling vainly to be any one of the three.  Give 
yours a name or an acronym too.  That way your team effort will surely 
become a "programme". 
iii. Make it very complicated.  Set up a teamwork bureaucracy, and invent a 
special language for teams to speak.  Many companies in the early '80's 
defined rigid and specific "parallel structures" to support shop-floor 
participation teams.  They required steering committees at the top, area sub-
steering committees, support committees, coordinators and facilitators.  
Sometimes, creative local leaders could adapt the structure to make it work 
for them; but in too many cases, the workplace teams were stifled by as 
tangled a bureaucracy as they were meant to improve. 
 iv. Make teams the magic green pill.  In our quest to cure what ails us, we 
hop from one fad to the next, looking for the magic green pill.  And work 
teams are a seductive prescription for curing fundamental business ills: they're 
attractive and easy to take. Teams are no antidote for lousy product design, 
poor capital investment, or a non-existent marketing strategy.  You can 
pretend they are if you want them to fail.  
v. Sprinkle "teamish" dust on people.  Start teams, put people in groups, wave 
the teamwork banner and yell, "Go do some of that teamish stuff." Poof!  Go 
be teamish.  It takes only a week or two before someone says, "Uh, this 
maybe wasn't such a great idea.  We have a slight problem with chaos..." 
Too many leaders, sometimes with the best of intentions, think they can start 
workplace teams, charge them with resolving complex issues, and set them 
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loose unaided. The teams' training consists of an hour's pep talk and a few 
consensus exercises, and they are expected to perform magically at a higher 
level.  Use "teamish" dust like that to snuff out success.  
vi. Assume one size team fits all.  We know there are three basic kinds of 
workplace teams, different in their makeup, their charter, and their intended 
outcomes.  
A temporary problem solving team is not the same as a specific, cross-
functional task team; and neither is the same as an intact, continuing work 
team.  But don't worry about that. Just assume that all teams are the same, or 
that all situations call for the same kind of team, and you'll assure failure.  
Create only one size hammer, and everything will look like the same size nail. 
vii. Plant teams firmly in a vacuum.  Do nothing to create support systems for 
the teams you put into place.  Make them isolated actors within the wider 
organisation.  Providing no support systems and structures is a great way to 
hang your teams out to dry.  
viii. Create a weird parallel universe. Little connection and no apparent 
relationship between teams and real decision making or problem solving. 
If you're in charge, create such a universe as a dumping ground for problems 
you'd prefer to ignore yourself.   "Discipline problems?  Give [th]'em to the 
team to handle.  'Got product design problems, let the teams figure out how 
to bang things together." While you're at it, build consensus-mania into your 
weird parallel universe: make sure everyone thinks everybody should be 
involved in everything so that nothing gets done about anything.  
ix. Expect nothing real from the teams you put in place.  Give them no 
outcomes to meet; make sure they have no charter so it is unclear what 
they're expected to do.  See to it that they have no performance 
expectations. Expect nothing, and you can develop a culture of non-
responsibility.  Where nothing is expected, nothing happens. 
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x. Pull up the flower frequently.  If you're in a leadership position, plant a 
team; then come along every five minutes and rip it up by the roots to see if it 
is growing yet.  As soon as they've started, pepper them with proper 
managerial questions like, "Are you a team yet?  'Got any results yet?  Are 
you finished yet?" Allow no time for the team to develop, give no room for 
error, provide no encouragement, demand immediate results, and you'll 
make sure the whole thing dies on the vine. 
xi. What to do. Teams are all about involving the optimum number of people 
at all levels in the organisation in planning, problem solving, goal setting, and 
decision making and giving them the tools and resources they need to do 
that. 
That's the gist of it all: involving the right people, in the right ways, on the right 
things, with the right support, to get real work done better. 
Workplace teams are neither social experiment nor "soft" management tool.  
They are hard work, and highly effective when done well.  That's the "not 
easy" part that requires avoiding the traps described above.  What's a body 
to do about those?  
Figure out "why" and tell people.  You are asking people to do something 
counter-cultural, diverse and un-South African.  They will ask why in the world 
they should bother.  "Because teamwork is nice" is not a sufficient answer. 
Workplace teams are a means, not an end.  Teams are a means to do 
something better, quicker, safer, cheaper, and cleaner. Figuring that out, in 
hard-nosed fashion, is your first job as the leader.  Then tell people in specific 
and concrete terms.  "To beat the competition”, tells people little.  
xii. Answer "WIIFM?"  We like to think people see the "obvious" connection 
between the success of the organisation and their own success.  They don't, 
often because we've consistently trained them to see those as competing 
interests.  For teams to succeed, their members must understand "What's In It 
For Me?"  It is not "selfish" of people to want the question answered. 
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Faint wishes and happy talk don't answer the question.  Teams are hard work, 
meant to foster, not avoid, the healthy conflict of people and ideas.  If we 
expect people to commit to this way of working, we must help them 
understand what they'll get from it, again, in concrete and personal terms. 
"A better work environment" isn't nearly as clear as "New skills that will make 
you more valuable".  Describe the links, early and often, between the success 
of the team, the success of the enterprise, and the success of the individual.  
Learn about teams.  You wouldn't invest in capital expenditure without first 
finding out how it works and what it will (or won't) do for you. Learn before 
you leap.  Visit other companies, read, and send people to conferences.  
Bring in experienced outside resources to find out about the various types of 
work teams, how they function, what to do and avoid for success. If you think 
this learning is too expensive, wait until you've tried ignorance.  It may be bliss 
somewhere else, but not when it comes to changing your organisation.  
Develop your vision and strategy.  This is not a mystical leap or a list of pious 
principles to hang on a plaque in the lobby.  Create your specific picture of 
what you want to have in place when you're successful. 
Get people in a room and help them define HWIKIWISI?--How Will I Know It 
When I See It?  Ask: What will "teams" look like here?  What will people be 
doing or saying that's different in any way from today?  Workshop the 
resulting description around; inviting people to read it, talk about it, chew on 
it, and add to it will build understanding and ownership. Then ask the simple 
question, "What has to happen for us to get there?"  That's the start of a 
coherent strategy for implementation.  Remember, you can't do it to people 
down there and expect to succeed.  
xiii. Explore readiness.  Take a careful look at where to start.  Harvard's 
Michael Beer makes a strongly supported case that real organisation change 
does not happen from the top down.  It happens in operating units, usually 
from the middle out.  It happens where people are clearly involved in 
attacking significant business issues. Take time to explore carefully the 
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readiness for change in your company before launching employee teams, 
"Pick a few friends, light a few fires” where you're most likely to taste success.  
xiv. Pick the right kind(s).  Choose the right team structure to fit your needs.  
Temporary, volunteer problem solving teams of an hour a week are a 
distinctly different structure from "self-managed work teams".  The latter can 
take as long as two years to implement fully. 
Each has a different purpose, and requires different approaches to selection, 
training, and support.  Choose thoughtfully, after you've learned the 
difference. You can't implement workplace teams in an ad hoc fashion.  Yet 
leaders who wouldn't dream of installing a new computer system without a 
detailed transition plan will court disaster by implementing workplace teams 
based on intuition. It may seem obvious, but so many people miss a basic 
point: It is all about managing organisation change.  It means putting in 
place a plan for when this will happen, where you'll begin, the results you 
expect, and who will do what by when.  
xv. Focus on the real work. Effective work teams, by definition, get high 
quality results with high levels of engagement and satisfaction for their 
members.  They do good work and they feel good.  If either element is 
missing, a team is not effective. Teams frequently place too much attention 
on the satisfaction and not the accomplishment.  They wither because 
they're not getting anything done.  If you are marshalling the time and talent 
of creative people, don't do it lightly.  Point them at what's important. 
Engage them in significant issues that matter to the life of the enterprise.  The 
complaint from too many work teams is that they're a waste of time. They 
don't provide the chance for people to make a real difference in the central 
work of the organisation.  When people sense that you're merely allowing 
them to rearrange the deck chairs rather than help steer the ship, they 
quickly lose interest.  
xvi. Develop skills, more skills, and other skills.  People are accustomed to 
working as Lone Ranger's in the workplace.  Put into a team environment, 
most lack the skills they need to work effectively with others. The ability to talk 
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and listen, make decisions, and solve problems in a team requires training.  
Teams will (and should) expect much more information from the organisation, 
and must learn to interpret and use it.  If you expect teams, in fact, to 
manage themselves, then expect to provide the tools that will allow them to 
do so. 
Supporting teams with the technical and interpersonal skills, and the business 
literacy they need for success can mean an investment of 10 to 20 percent 
of their time. Involve team members in determining their skill needs, and in 
deciding how they can best be met from within and outside the team.  
Expect transition time, teamwork takes time, especially in the beginning.  
Allowing teams to develop to maturity in today's fast-paced environment 
can try the patience of Job; but hurrying that development and expecting 
miracles too soon will only short-circuit their effectiveness. Remember, the 
point of teams in the workplace is the optimum involvement of people at all 
levels in goal-setting, planning, problem solving and decision making to get 
things done better.  
If it took years or even decades for your organisation to reach its current 
state, how can you expect a new employee team to make a difference in a 
day? 
Each team will move through a predictable pattern of development from 
formation to maturity. (A new group of people can take 18 to 24 months to 
become an effective "self-managed team".)  Set high expectations, provide 
the help and support necessary, then get out of the way.  Allow enough time 
for groups to become teams, make a few mistakes and get the work done.   
The prospect of people doing their best work together, and enjoying it in the 
bargain, makes it all worth it, you can't "do teams to" people; but with them 
you can create effective workplace teams well worth the effort to the 
benefit of themselves and the organisation. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
The author is of the opinion that a structured questionnaire would not suit the 
format of the research problem, hence the author adapted the article by 
Gates (2005) as the basis of the research questionnaire directed at the 
research participant’s which engendered positive feedback emanating from 
their own personal experiences within team formulation. 
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CHAPTER 4 – RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The author put forward the article by Gates (2005) to the participants of the 
research group from both casinos in a formal structured interview. The 
structure was to pose the comment from Gates (2005) and garner the 
responses from the participants.   
4.2 Cashiering Department at GrandWest 
4.2.1 Vision and Objective 
The vision and objective of the Cashiering Department at GrandWest is as 
follows: 
“We strive to offer efficient service excellence to both our internal and 
external customers”. 
4.3 Introductory Overview 
When GrandWest opened in December 2000, the rationale behind the teams 
was to easily roster people (130 staff). At that stage, there was no concept of 
shared responsibility, or teams working as independent units making their own 
decisions. In fact the team structure on opening of the casino mostly 
concerned the shift managers and supervisors, the rest being pretty fluid. 
There were no team leaders as such and most queries were referred to the 
Cashiering Managers for a decision.  
The teams existed in name only and performance was more or less judged 
on an individual basis, with managers’ and supervisors’ performance only 
loosely linked to the performance of their team members as a whole. 
Portfolios were given to people who expressed an interest in them as 
individuals rather than on the basis of the collective good. Hence, people did 
not perform important tasks "because it was not their responsibility". 
Over time, with much analysis and study of existing teams, this evolved into 
the current structure, which empowers team leaders and supervisors to make 
a whole range of decisions regarding the way the team operates. They are 
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wholly responsible for what happens in their team and are held accountable 
to their objectives. The Balanced Score Card has firmly allocated 
responsibility for the team members’ performance to team leaders, based on 
targets and evidence.  
Cashiering Managers play more of a support role to the teams rather than 
continually issuing directives. Therefore, in the absence of the managers, the 
momentum that is built up within the teams will allow them to carry on and 
continue to be effective. 
An energised work-team programme is based on the conviction that 
outstanding enterprises need outstanding first-line leaders to deliver 
management’s strategy and achieve organisational goals in the workplace. 
At GrandWest Casino and Entertainment World Cashiering Department staff 
members who participate in the team structure learn to: 
• Apply the process of team development; 
• identify the most important components of teamwork and team 
effectiveness; 
• identify team roles and responsibilities; 
• commit to the team’s vision; 
• set ground rules; 
• communicate effectively in teams; 
• solve problems in groups; 
• deal with team conflict; 
• react to change constructively; 
• develop trusting relationships in the team; 
• develop a passion for performance; 
• celebrate team success; and 
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• draw up action plans for future successes. 
The Cashiering Department will have teams that: 
• Strive towards a common goal and the strategic objectives of 
GrandWest; 
• have a passion for performance; 
• communicate, resolve conflict and solve problems effectively; 
• take ownership for its associate’s development; and 
• respond to changes constructively. 
4.4 The Participants 
Mr. John Campbell - Cashiering Manager - GrandWest Casino 
Mr. Jared van Niekerk - Deputy Cashiering Manager - GrandWest Casino 
Staff of the Cashiering Department 
4.5 The Interview Process 
4.5.1 Comment One directed at research participants 
Workplace teams are diverse. Cooperation is the underlying foundation of 
teams; but our culture, especially our work culture, mediates against 
cooperation, and the current industrial economy encourages the opposite, it 
feeds on harnessing, controlling and rewarding individual effort. 
Response from research participants: 
We have found this to be very true. The managers and supervisors especially 
struggled to see the fact that team’s success is ultimately their own success. It 
has taken some time to change their perspectives and get them to 
understand that team success reflects personal success, particularly the 
higher one moves up the corporate ladder. We do feel however that it is still 
important to recognize individual effort and output, and have ensured that 
the balanced scorecard provides for this. 
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Discussion with research participants: 
The common perception is no accident: “I have my job, and I am rewarded 
for my efforts.  Until recently, the basic work contract has always been the 
exchange of individual labour and time for pay.  Our economic engine runs 
on the ability to focus this individual effort and aim it at filling individual 
needs, which are continually created and reinforced through the media.  This 
has resulted in our consumer economy. 
We have learnt well to continue our separate paths, even when it is not in our 
own best interest.  Teams in the workplace run counter to our South African 
economic culture because they clash with its underpinnings: individual effort 
and reward, and individual freedom of action.  Teams are often misused, 
confused and abused in the organisations in which they are implemented.  
They are started for the wrong reasons, poorly implemented and have 
inadequate support”. 
4.5.2 Comment Two directed at research participants  
Do it down there.  A cartoon shows a worker standing, hat in hand, wide-eyed, 
in front of the boss's desk. The boss is loudly explaining, "Worker participation is 
on Monday and Wednesday, you ignorant twit (foolish person)!  Today is 
Tuesday"!  
If you're in charge, make sure you define whom teams are for (and how often, 
where and when they meet), and don't include yourself.          
Response from research participants: 
Commitment to the team objectives and goals is required for the team to 
function efficiently.  This commitment needs to be made from the bottom to 
the top of the organisation. If other departments/ divisions and Executive 
Management do not subscribe to the team’s ideals, its full potential and 
benefits will never be realised. After all, Top management normally defines 
Vision and Long-term strategy and Middle to Lower Management are usually 
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tasked with its implementation.  Teams are a way of life and you need to 
keep using words that portray your commitment.  
4.5.3 Comment Three directed at research participants  
Call it something spiffy (smart). Normally management unilaterally starts a 
"team programme".  The management leadership seeks help because "World 
Class Teamwork" had not caught on as expected with the workforce. When 
you start your team effort, call it something spiffy (smart).  There are hundreds 
of so-called "High performance High-commitment Full Participation Work 
Systems" out there struggling vainly to be any one of the three.  Give yours a 
name or an acronym too. That way your team effort will surely become a 
"programme". 
Response from research participants: 
Our teams were named by their members with no input from us.  Keep it 
simple, the name of the team is not important, achievement of the 
objectives and attainment of goals is.  Loyalty exists in relationships and a 
common purpose, not a name. 
4.5.4 Comment Four directed at research participants 
Make it very complicated.  Set up a teamwork bureaucracy, and invent a 
special language for teams to speak.  Many companies in the early '80's 
defined rigid and specific "parallel structures" to support shop-floor 
participation teams.  They required steering committees at the top, area sub-
steering committees, support committees, coordinators and facilitators.  
Sometimes, creative local leaders could adapt the structure to make it work 
for them; but in too many cases, the workplace teams were stifled by as 
tangled a bureaucracy as they were meant to improve. 
Response from research participants: 
This sounds just like Sun International and all the various committees and task 
teams we have. We have found that certain structures can assist, but the 
necessary authority, responsibility and resources must be allocated to each 
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individual team for them to be a success. The key is to develop the necessary 
skills within the team itself to ensure that the team is a self-sufficient business 
unit. Normally team members know what is required to make a success and 
do not need a facilitator or consultant to tell them something they already 
know. 
4.5.5 Comment Five directed at research participants 
Make teams the magic green pill.  In our quest to cure what ails us, we hop 
from one fad to the next, looking for the magic green pill.  And work teams are 
a seductive prescription for curing fundamental business ills: they're attractive 
and easy to take. Teams are no antidote for lousy product design, poor capital 
investment, or a non-existent marketing strategy.  You can pretend they are if 
you want them to fail. 
Response from research participants: 
Hundred percent correct.  If the fundamentals are not correct, no team will 
work.  We had to go back and refocus on some core fundamentals.  We had 
to ask ourselves, what our main objective is, and how we achieve it. In our 
case establishing team structures was just one solution. 
4.5.6 Comment Six directed at research participants 
Sprinkle "teamish" dust on people.  Start teams, put people in groups, wave the 
teamwork banner and yell, "Go do some of that teamish stuff". Poof!  Go be 
teamish.  It takes only a week or two before someone says, "Uh, this maybe 
wasn't such a great idea.  We have a slight problem with chaos..." 
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Too many leaders, sometimes with the best of intentions, think they can start 
workplace teams, charge them with resolving complex issues, and set them 
loose unaided. The teams' training consists of an hour's pep talk and a few 
consensus exercises, and they are expected to perform magically at a higher 
level.  Use "teamish" dust like that to snuff out success. 
Response from research participants: 
We are getting better at this, but have also fallen into the trap of the “just 
add water team”. Teams evolve over time, but we have found the Key 
Performance Areas and Key Performance Indicators on the Balanced 
Scorecard are the way of keeping everyone focused on key objectives. Each 
time our teams adjourn and new teams are formed we learn and apply what 
we have learnt the next time round. 
4.5.7 Comment Seven directed at research participants 
Assume one size team fits all.  We know there are three basic kinds of 
workplace teams, different in their makeup, their charter, and their intended 
outcomes. A temporary problem solving team is not the same as a specific, 
cross-functional task team; and neither is the same as an intact, continuing 
work team.  But don't worry about that. Just assume that all teams are the 
same, or that all situations call for the same kind of team, and you'll assure 
failure.  Create only one size hammer, and everything will look like the same 
size nail.                             
Response from research participants: 
Our teams are more cross functional/continuing work operational teams. We 
do have set numbers based on the number and type of workstations and the 
guest demand. That’s not to say we should not re-look this and test it against 
other possibilities. We have not done so yet. 
4.5.8 Comment Eight directed at research participants 
Plant teams firmly in a vacuum.  Do nothing to create support systems for the 
teams you put into place.  Make them isolated actors within the wider 
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organisation.  Providing no support systems and structures is a great way to 
hang your teams out to dry. 
Response from research participants: 
This is one of the toughest things to get right and we are not there yet.  One 
has to let go of the reins and take on more of a mentor and coaching role for 
the teams and give them the tools to do the job. 
4.5.9 Comment Nine directed at research participants 
Create a weird parallel universe. Little connection and no apparent 
relationship between teams and real decision making or problem solving. 
If you're in charge, create such a universe as a dumping ground for problems 
you'd prefer to ignore yourself.   "Discipline problems?  Give [th]'em to the 
team to handle.  'Got product design problems, let the teams figure out how to 
bang things together." While you're at it, build consensus-mania into your weird 
parallel universe: make sure everyone thinks everybody should be involved in 
everything so that nothing gets done about anything. 
Response from research participants: 
Make the team responsible for all aspects of that team. From Recruitment 
and Training and Development, to Performance Management and Rewards 
and Recognition. Consensus is “nice to have” from time to time, but it can 
slow down progress dramatically. Team Leaders must feel confident making 
decisions without consultation with senior management. That does not 
necessarily mean that the Divisional Manager lets everything go. He or she 
has a responsibility to constantly be checking performance to objectives, 
mentoring and guiding towards improved performance and from time to 
time still issuing directives. 
4.5.10 Comment Ten directed at research participants 
Pull up the flower frequently.  If you're in a leadership position, plant a team; 
then come along every five minutes and rip it up by the roots to see if it is 
growing yet.  As soon as they've started, pepper them with proper managerial 
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questions like, "Are you a team yet?  Got any results yet?  Are you finished 
yet?" Allow no time for the team to develop, give no room for error, provide no 
encouragement, demand immediate results, and you'll make sure the whole 
thing dies on the vine. 
Response from research participants: 
When we started, we were changing teams frequently, but we found that 
this did not work. We found greater cohesion and increased achievement 
since giving team’s adequate time to Form, Storm, Norm and Perform. 
4.5.11 Comment Eleven directed at research participants 
Teams are all about involving the optimum number of people at all levels in 
the organisation in planning, problem solving, goal setting, and decision 
making and giving them the tools and resources they need to do that. 
That's the gist of it all: involving the right people, in the right ways, on the right 
things, with the right support-to get real work done better. 
Workplace teams are neither social experiment nor "soft" management tool.  
They are hard work, and highly effective when done well.  It is the "not easy" 
part that requires avoiding the traps described above.                           
Response from research participants:  
We have been working with teams for four years and still learn every day and 
have to challenge the way we do things frequently. Objectives change and 
well-established teams can handle these changes with little disruption to 
results. 
4.5.12 Comment Twelve directed at research participants 
You are asking people to do something counter-cultural, diverse and un-South 
African.  They will ask why in the world they should bother.  "Because 
teamwork is nice" is not a sufficient answer. Workplace teams are a means, not 
an end.  Teams are a means to do something better, quicker, safer, cheaper, 
and cleaner. Figuring that out is one’s first job as the leader. 
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Answer "WIIFM?"  We like to think people see the "obvious" connection 
between the success of the organisation and their own success.  They don't, 
often because we've consistently trained them to see those as competing 
interests.  For teams to succeed, their members must understand "What's In It 
For Me?"  It is not "selfish" of people to want the question answered. Faint 
wishes and happy talk don't answer the question.  Teams are hard work, 
meant to foster, not avoid, the healthy conflict of people and ideas.  If we 
expect people to commit to this way of working, we must help them 
understand what they'll get from it. 
Response from research participants: 
This is the most important point in the whole document. Our experience 
shows us that few people work for pleasure. They work in exchange for 
compensation, recognition, skills development and experience. We have 
been lagging behind in this area. You have to be quick with your rewards 
and recognition and your rewards need to be substantial and relevant. 
Our associates get upset when the General Manager mentions that the 
company has done so exceptionally well and then the rewards they receive 
are not reflective of this. 
4.5.13 Comment Thirteen directed at research participants 
Learn about teams. You wouldn't invest in capital expenditure without first 
finding out how it works and what it will (or won't) do for you. Learn before you 
leap.  Visit other companies, read, and send people to conferences.  Bring in 
experienced outside resources to find out about the various types of work 
teams, how they function, what to do and avoid for success. If you think this 
learning is too expensive, wait until you've tried ignorance. It may be bliss 
somewhere else, but not when it comes to changing your organisation. 
Response from research participants: 
We should have and probably could have done more of this and it would 
have saved us time and energy and from making unnecessary errors. We are 
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sceptical when it comes to consultants, so most of what we have done has 
been through reading books on the subject. 
4.5.14 Comment Fourteen directed at research participants 
Develop your vision and strategy.  This is not a mystical leap or a list of pious 
principles to hang on a plaque in the lobby.  Create your specific picture of 
what you want to have in place when you're successful. 
Get people in a room and help them define HWIKIWISI?--How Will I Know It 
When I See It?  Ask: What will "teams" look like here?  What will people be 
doing or saying that's different in any way from today?  Workshop the resulting 
description around, inviting people to read it, talk about it, chew on it, and add 
to it will build understanding and ownership. Then ask the simple question, 
"What has to happen for us to get there?"  That's the start of a coherent strategy 
for implementation.  Remember, you can't do it to people down there and 
expect to succeed. 
Response from research participants: 
Ensuring the strategy and vision are translated into short and a long-term 
objective is critical. 
4.5.15 Comment Fifteen directed at research participants 
Explore readiness.  Take a careful look at where to start.  Harvard's Michael 
Beer makes a strongly supported case that real organisational change does 
not happen from the top down.  It happens in operating units, usually from the 
middle out.  It happens where people are clearly involved in attacking 
significant business issues. Take time to explore carefully the readiness for 
change in your company before launching employee teams, "pick a few 
friends, light a few fires", where you're most likely to taste success.  
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Pick the right kind(s).  Choose the right team structure to fit your needs.  
Temporary, volunteer problem solving teams of an hour a week are a distinctly 
different structure from "self-managed work teams".  The latter can take as 
long as two years to implement fully. 
Response from research participants: 
We are four years into the self-managed teams and we still feel work is to be 
done. 
End of the interview process for GrandWest Casino. 
4.6 Slots Department at Golden Valley 
4.6.1 Vision 
”To be the icon of rural casinos in southern Africa.” 
4.6.2 Mission 
“At The Golden Valley Casino we always exceed customer expectations. We 
offer a fun-filled, thrilling gaming and entertainment experience with the 
highest level of service excellence. We are a carefully selected, passionate 
team who are afforded opportunities for growth and development. We 
operate in a supportive and respectful environment where individual and 
team performance is recognised and rewarded. In so doing, shareholders 
receive superior returns and the upliftment of our community is the continued 
focus of our success. 
We are proud to work at The Golden Valley Casino”. 
4.6.3 Values 
Honesty, Respect, Passion, Excellence, Recognition, Fun.  
An introductory overview of the Guest Service Attendants (GSA’s) teams at 
Golden Valley. 
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4.7 Introductory Overview 
The Golden Valley management started with the recruitment process in 
October 2006, with the aim of mass recruitment in mind. All possible 
candidates were identified in areas the managers thought would be fitting 
their personality. This would include Cashiering, Slots, and all other 
Departments to run a casino.  The initial idea was to only select 19 Guest 
Service Attendants (GSA’s) to run the operation at The Golden Valley Casino.  
The thought process changed and management decided to include more 
people and let them work fewer hours, thus giving more people the 
opportunity to work at The Golden Valley Casino, averaging about 120 hours 
per month.  This would give management a buffer to work with, raising and 
lowering the hours.  Minimum of 60 hours and a maximum of 184 hours was 
the framework.  Golden Valley ended up taking  36 GSA’s on board the 
training programme. 
For the next 8 weeks training would be conducted.  Training started with the 
unit’s mission, vision and values, adding great value to the business principles 
that would be applied in the industry.  The training continued with more job 
specific theory.   
From the onset, the GSA’s were told that three of the trainees will be offered 
supervisory positions. This would create huge competition amongst the group 
members, encouraging each individual to perform to their full potential. 
During the period of training, the 4 phases of team dynamics relative to the 
Tuckman Jensen model (Tuckman & Jensen, as quoted by Schultz et al., 
2003) could clearly be noticed.  
4.7.1 Forming (pretending to get on or get along with others)  
During this stage, the GSA’s would be getting to know each other; most of 
the trainees knew each other either from school or local business, as 
Worcester is a small town.  The team would engage into small talk, during the 
tea and lunch breaks you could notice that the mood was still full of 
excitement as the GSA’s ventured into the unknown. 
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4.7.2 Storming (letting down the politeness barrier and trying to get down to the 
issues even if tempers flare up) 
This stage was short lived, the leaders could be identified during this phase, 
and the leader would guide the rest into the right direction.  The leaders were 
more mature in their approach when difficult situations were given to resolve. 
4.7.3 Norming (getting used to each other and developing trust and 
productivity) 
Part of the trainers’ responsibilities were to get a common goal imprinted in 
the minds of the GSA’s to create a slots and company culture that would be 
demanded from then once they start to work at The Golden Valley Casino.  
Close relationships started to develop.  The members of the team would join 
each other in extramural activities.  The interest in the industry grew intense.   
4.7.4 Performing (working in a group to a common goal on a highly efficient 
and cooperative basis)  
Team members would encourage each other to perform well in the tests.  A 
common understanding would be reached once extra time was needed for 
further development/training.  Only once the business was fully operational, 
would the true performance of the individuals be measured.   
4.8 The Participants 
Mr. Rikus Engelbrecht - Deputy Slots Manager – The Golden Valley Casino 
Staff of the Slots Department 
4.9 The Interview Process 
4.9.1 Comment One directed at research participants 
Workplace teams are diverse.  Cooperation is the underlying foundation of 
teams; but our culture, especially our work culture, mediates against 
cooperation, and the current industrial economy encourages the opposite, it 
feeds on harnessing, controlling and rewarding individual effort. 
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Response from the research participants:  
During the training the conditioning of the organisation’s culture was 
gradually enforced on the Guest Service Attendants.  The 2 months of 
training allowed us to do this with great effectiveness.  The maturity of the 
team could be noticed, as the acceptance of a common goal could be 
noticed. Most of all, the understanding of their function of the Guest Service 
Attendants within the unit was clearly defined, making it easier for the 
managers to communicate and controlling the thought processes of the 
Guest Service Attendants.  Reward was self recognised, as the Guest Service 
Attendants would pass each test, success was that the whole team did well. 
We have found this to be very true. The managers and supervisors especially 
struggled to see the fact that their team’s success is ultimately their own 
success.  It has taken some time to change their perspectives and get them 
to understand that team success reflects personal success, particularly the 
higher one moves up the corporate ladder. We do feel however that it is still 
important to recognise individual effort and output, and have ensured that 
the balanced scorecard provides for this. 
4.9.2 Comment Two directed at research participants 
Do it down there.  A cartoon shows a worker standing, hat in hand, wide-eyed, 
in front of the boss's desk. The boss is loudly explaining, "Worker participation is 
on Monday and Wednesday, you ignorant twit (foolish person)!  Today is 
Tuesday!"  
If you're in charge, make sure you define whom teams are for (and how often, 
where and when they meet), and don't include yourself 
Response from research participants: 
Success could only be possible if each member understood their function in 
the organisation.  Slots management philosophy from the onset was to 
encourage participation from the start; ideas from lower employees are 
never ignored but constructively brainstormed to form a feasible project.  All 
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input from all sources would be encouraged to include and recognise team 
members. 
4.9.3 Comment Three directed at research participants 
Call it something spiffy (smart). Normally management unilaterally starts a 
"team programme."  The management leadership seeks help because "World 
Class Teamwork" had not caught on as expected with the workforce. When 
you start your team effort, call it something spiffy (smart).  There are hundreds 
of so-called "High performance High-commitment Full Participation Work 
Systems" out there struggling vainly to be any one of the three.  Give yours a 
name or an acronym too. That way your team effort will surely become a 
"programme". 
Response from research participants: 
Situational leadership style was implemented to achieve understanding, and 
through the understanding came the buy-in which would assure the 
performance of the team. The management would closely monitor the 
readiness levels and implement the levels of trust and participation towards 
the teams or individuals.  Keeping in mind that some individuals might fake 
their readiness levels. 
4.9.4 Comment Four directed at research participants 
Make it very complicated.  Set up a teamwork bureaucracy, and invent a 
special language for teams to speak.  Many companies in the early '80's 
defined rigid and specific "parallel structures" to support shop-floor 
participation teams.  They required steering committees at the top, area sub-
steering committees, support committees, coordinators and facilitators.  
Sometimes, creative local leaders could adapt the structure to make it work 
for them; but in too many cases, the workplace teams were stifled by as 
tangled a bureaucracy as they were meant to improve. 
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Response from research participants: 
Management decided from the start that this type of structure would not be 
effective, especially with the small team that we employed.  Direct 
communication would be the key, not committee reporting to another 
committee and then only reach the top.  It is pretty much an open door 
policy in which team members participation is seen to be lateral. 
4.9.5 Comment Five directed at research participants 
Make teams the magic green pill.  In our quest to cure what ails us, we hop 
from one fad to the next, looking for the magic green pill.  And work teams are 
a seductive prescription for curing fundamental business ills: they're attractive 
and easy to take. Teams are no antidote for lousy product design, poor capital 
investment, or a non-existent marketing strategy.  You can pretend they are if 
you want them to fail. 
Response from research participants: 
We had to make do with what we got, despite of the high expectations that 
was created of the Casino and the staff.  I think that the medication given 
during the opening phase of the casino was to lead by example.  The 
management would make the best of the situations presented to them, 
keeping in mind what the goals are and keeping focused on those goals.   
The projection of trust towards the Guest Service Attendants from the 
management team and the support given to the Guest Service Attendants 
during this time was fundamental to the success of the opening and running 
of the operation. 
4.9.6 Comment Six directed at research participants 
Sprinkle "teamish" dust on people.  Start teams, put people in groups, wave the 
teamwork banner and yell, "Go do some of that teamish stuff." Poof!  Go be 
teamish.  It takes only a week or two before someone says, "Uh, this maybe 
wasn't such a great idea.  We have a slight problem with chaos..." 
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Too many leaders, sometimes with the best of intentions, think they can start 
workplace teams, charge them with resolving complex issues, and set them 
loose unaided. The teams' training consists of an hour's pep talk and a few 
consensus exercises, and they are expected to perform magically at a higher 
level.  Use "teamish" dust like that to snuff out success. 
Response from research participants: 
Being a small unit, it is easy to constantly monitor the team’s progress.  We 
believe that constant communication is the key to team coherence.  Team 
members have been trained and conditioned to work unaided in their 
environment, small decisions are left up to the Guest Service Attendants; 
ultimately the aim is that Guest Service Attendants would serve their function 
without supervision. 
 4.9.7 Comment Seven directed at research participants 
Assume one size team fits all.  We know there are three basic kinds of 
workplace teams, different in their makeup, their charter, and their intended 
outcomes. A temporary problem solving team is not the same as a specific, 
cross-functional task team; and neither is the same as an intact, continuing 
work team.  But don't worry about that. Just assume that all teams are the 
same, or that all situations call for the same kind of team, and you'll assure 
failure.  Create only one size hammer, and everything will look like the same 
size nail. 
 Response from research participants: 
The operation is demanding on the team structures within the unit.  A 24 hour 
operation requires shift work.  Busy weekends require additional staff.  
Whenever the demand levels for staff rises during promotions and public 
holidays, additional staff would be scheduled.   Task teams would only be 
instituted to resolve a burning issue; this would be facilitated by a manager or 
a supervisor.  Not to dictate but to guide the thought processes in resolving 
the issue. 
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4.9.8 Comment Eight directed at research participants 
Plant teams firmly in a vacuum.  Do nothing to create support systems for the 
teams you put into place.  Make them isolated actors within the wider 
organisation.  Providing no support systems and structures is a great way to 
hang your teams out to dry. 
Response from research participants: 
This should be one area that we have succeeded.  With a small amount of 
people in the team, problems and issues within the team can easily be 
identified, by other members of the team and leaders in the team.  Our 
philosophy is that a team member should not be left behind by a lack of 
support from other team members, or management, nor should the team fail 
due to a lack of support. 
4.9.9 Comment Nine directed at research participants 
Create a weird parallel universe. Little connection and no apparent 
relationship between teams and real decision making or problem solving. 
If you're in charge, create such a universe as a dumping ground for problems 
you'd prefer to ignore yourself.  "Discipline problems?  Give [th]'em to the team 
to handle.  Got product design problems, let the teams figure out how to bang 
things together." While you're at it, build consensus-mania into your weird 
parallel universe: make sure everyone thinks everybody should be involved in 
everything so that nothing gets done about anything. 
Response from research participants: 
We strongly believe in the values of individuals.  Combining the values of the 
unit to that of the person is an effective way to guide people in the right 
direction.  Once you start to link your value system into the daily running of 
the operation you would find that people tend to make the right decisions at 
the right time.  This approach would build respect within the working 
environment and allow team members to give what is closest to them 
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4.9.10 Comment Ten directed at research participants 
Pull up the flower frequently.  If you're in a leadership position, plant a team; 
then come along every five minutes and rip it up by the roots to see if it is 
growing yet.  As soon as they've started, pepper them with proper managerial 
questions like, "Are you a team yet?  Got any results yet?  Are you finished 
yet?" Allow no time for the team to develop, give no room for error, provide no 
encouragement, demand immediate results, and you'll make sure the whole 
thing dies on the vine. 
Response from research participants:  
Part of developing and encouraging participation within from the team is to 
allow freedom of thought, nourishing the efforts of the team and allow it to 
grow its own identity.  Allowing the team to develop at its own pace and 
guiding the team with common goals are ideal.  Success would only be 
possible once a team has developed a good foundation. 
4.9.11 Comment Eleven directed at research participants 
Teams are all about involving the optimum number of people at all levels in 
the organisation in planning, problem solving, goal-setting, and decision 
making and giving them the tools and resources they need to do that. 
That's the gist of it all: involving the right people, in the right ways, on the right 
things, with the right support-to get real work done better. 
Workplace teams are neither social experiment nor "soft" management tool.  
They are hard work, and highly effective when done well.  It is the "not easy" 
part that requires avoiding the traps described above. 
Response: 
How teams are being guided and managed provides the long-term success 
or failure within the operation.  Part of our outlook is to focus on the potential 
of each individual within the team structure.  Using this to develop other team 
members to ensure effectiveness of the team is maintained, giving all team 
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members an equal opportunity.  Trust is an important element in continuous 
success.  Giving teams the responsibility to solve their own problems at their 
own pace, could backfire, thus to trust your team to provide positive 
outcome is very important. 
4.9.12 Comment Twelve directed at research participants 
You are asking people to do something counter-cultural, diverse and un-South 
African.  They will ask why in the world they should bother.  "Because 
teamwork is nice" is not a sufficient answer. Workplace teams are a means, not 
an end.  Teams are a means to do something better, quicker, safer, cheaper, 
and cleaner. Figuring that out, is one’s first job as the leader.   
Answer "WIIFM?"  We like to think people see the "obvious" connection 
between the success of the organisation and their own success.  They don't, 
often because we've consistently trained them to see those as competing 
interests.  For teams to succeed, their members must understand "What's In It 
For Me?"  It is not "selfish" of people to want the question answered. 
Faint wishes and happy talk don't answer the question.  Teams are hard work, 
meant to foster, not avoid, the healthy conflict of people and ideas.  If we 
expect people to commit to this way of working, we must help them 
understand what they'll get from it. 
Response from research participants: 
Understanding of the objective and the team’s role in the unit is important.  
Once a person feels that he has a part to play in achieving the global goal, it 
is so much easier to convince a person to go the extra mile.   People should 
feel a responsibility has been bestowed upon them.  If the individual fails, the 
team fails; once the team fails, the objective has not been achieved.  The 
“WIIFM” is to be part of a greater whole. 
4.9.13 Comment Thirteen directed at research participants 
Learn about teams.  You wouldn't invest in capital expenditure without first 
finding out how it works and what it will (or won't) do for you. Learn before you 
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leap.  Visit other companies, read, and send people to conferences.  Bring in 
experienced outside resources to find out about the various types of work 
teams, how they function, what to do and avoid for success. If you think this 
learning is too expensive, wait until you've tried ignorance.  It may be bliss 
somewhere else, but not when it comes to changing your organisation. 
Response from research participants: 
Your staff is the greatest expense on any income statement, thus it should 
only be fitting to look after this investment.  Part of the development of a 
team is to give opportunities to the team.  Consulting outside is also a good 
way of seeing the team from a third point of view, adapting to better and 
more efficient methods of dealing with problems. 
4.9.14 Comment Fourteen directed at research participants 
Develop your vision and strategy.  This is not a mystical leap or a list of pious 
principles to hang on a plaque in the lobby.  Create your specific picture of 
what you want to have in place when you're successful. 
Get people in a room and help them define HWIKIWISI?--How Will I Know It 
When I See It?  Ask: What will "teams" look like here?  What will people be 
doing or saying that's different in any way from today?  Workshop the resulting 
description around, inviting people to read it, talk about it, chew on it, and add 
to it will build understanding and ownership. Then ask the simple question, 
"What has to happen for us to get there?"  That's the start of a coherent strategy 
for implementation.  Remember, you can't do it to people down there and 
expect to succeed. 
Response from research participants: 
Make the Mission, Vision and Values part of your culture.  Allow the team to 
understand what the MVV is all about, once people understand something, it 
is easier to make it your own, than having something forced upon.  Once a 
common culture has been created, then the outcome of any 
strategy/goal/objective would be achieved. 
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4.9.15 Comment Fifteen directed at research participants 
Explore readiness.  Take a careful look at where to start.  Harvard's Michael 
Beer makes a strongly supported case that real organisational change does 
not happen from the top down.  It happens in operating units, usually from the 
middle out.  It happens where people are clearly involved in attacking 
significant business issues. Take time to explore carefully the readiness for 
change in your company before launching employee teams, "Pick a few 
friends, light a few fires." where you're most likely to taste success.  
Pick the right kind(s).  Choose the right team structure to fit your needs.  
Temporary, volunteer problems-solving teams of an hour a week are a 
distinctly different structure from "self-managed work teams."  The latter can 
take as long as two years to implement fully. 
Response from research participants: 
Team and leaders dynamics are ever changing.  Only recently was the 
importance of leadership in teams exploited, bringing through new studies in 
team and individual behavior within the corporate environment.  Leaders 
need to constantly change their approach to problems, to mobilise teams 
into action and to contribute to a team’s success.  Within any team you 
would have leaders and followers.  Self managed teams would only be 
possible once we fully understand people. 
End of the interview process for The Golden Valley Casino 
4.10 Author’s Observation - Designing Workplace Teams 
The design of the various teams in the organisation will require careful 
consideration especially when it comes to defining their purpose, structure 
and strategic fit. The different teams will require different approaches to 
selection, training, and support. 
The key to the successful implementation of workplace teams lies in the 
ability to effect organisational change in such a way that team members 
“buy in” to the spirit of the team synergy and business strategy and 
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objectives. 
4.11 Conclusion 
The purpose of this research chapter was to garner the responses from the 
respondents not in the formative historical method of a questionnaire by 
ticking off; yes, no or maybe and weighting the results but directly one-on-
one communication. The informative, yet highly practical foundation of the 
questionnaire served this purpose with dynamic results emanating from the 
respondents.  
The underlying conclusion that the author reached from the respondents was 
that they aligned themselves to the strategic mission, vision and objectives of 
the company yet the company allied itself to shareholders’ expectations and 
deemed not to recognise the respondents’ roles in obtaining and achieving 
those financial objectives.  
In the following concluding chapter 5, the author formulates his opinion as to 
the path and interventions Sun International needs to pursue to achieve 
equilibrium between organisational culture and team effectiveness.   
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION 
5.1 Introduction 
The introduction of groups and teams in the South African workplace is not 
only in line with political and social changes, but also with the dominant 
African cultural value of collectivism.  However, group and teamwork do not 
guarantee higher performance levels.  There are many factors which 
influence the effectiveness of groups. Ultimately as Maxwell (Frank, Holloway 
King, Kuhn & Maxwell, 2001:  4) puts it in his first law of teamwork “One is too 
small a number to achieve greatness”. Team synergy once activated 
produces far more than the individual can hope to achieve. The factors 
influencing team synergy should be identified and managed continuously.  
When teams are well managed, they contribute to greater employee 
commitment and organisational effectiveness. 
In today’s complex workplace, a leader’s success is directly related to the 
effectiveness of his teams. Those teams make up the culture of the 
organisation and their health is a reflection of that culture’s health. To realise 
the high performance results we are after, an understanding of the power of 
these essential and healthily collaborations is critical. 
The decision to create teams within an organisation must form part of an 
overall strategy, as not all companies require the formation of teams. The 
success of teams has created the illusion that whenever a company needs to 
become more competitive, it must form teams. Teams are formed for a 
specific purpose and unless this purpose has been spelt out as part of a 
strategic decision, the formation of teams will more than likely not bring 
about the desired results. 
A distinct difference must be drawn between teams and groups, where a 
group is a collection of individuals, following the queue of its leader whereas 
a team is a collection of individuals who each share in the objectives spelt 
out and have a personal stake in achieving these successfully. 
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Teams are a paradox. They can be enormously powerful and they can also 
be enormously wasteful. For Sun International companies to become more 
competitive and “best of breed” in the global market, it would be 
shortsighted not to create teams in order to gain the competitive edge over 
competitors. The interventions mentioned in this treatise are so obvious that 
many organisations apply them, albeit in an ad hoc or unstructured manner. 
Addressing the mentioned interventions in a planned and purposeful manner 
will inevitably pull the employees closer and the workgroups may very well 
develop into teams.  
At the core of Sun International’s drive toward global competitiveness lies the 
deeply-rooted paradigm or belief that present challenges to business 
management. Namely, to create an effective, team based environment 
without the fear of "losing" control. 
Sun International has firmly implanted concepts for the roles of its managers 
and the workforce. The pace of the organisational change and team 
effectiveness are dependant on the willingness and ability of the 
management to make this transformation. The treatise was written to assist 
these managers to make the organisational cultural change from a 
bureaucratic organisation to a powerful communication network of 
continually learning, problem solving teams. 
To this end, the author suggests a short summary of what the respective 
interventions entail. 
5.2 Recruitment and Selection 
Once the decision has been reached to introduce teams into the 
organisation, the recruitment and selection of team members is vital. No 
ideal team size is being defined and the emphasis is rather on finding a 
balanced mix of individuals who through their own expertise can contribute 
to the success of the team's objectives. The individuals selected for the team 
must balance and complement each other with a methodology of providing 
a framework of selecting the right kind of people for the team. In selecting 
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team members, it is inevitable that conflict will arise as most teams are then 
made up of strong individuals who each have valuable contributions. 
Accepting that conflict is inevitable, energy must be channeled into 
functional and constructive conflict. Functional conflict ensures that the 
team learns through its mistakes and misperceptions. This, however, will only 
take place if the team members have mutual respect for each other and 
trust in each others’ viewpoints. 
5.3 Team Structure 
The greater the interdependence between teams, the less they need to rely 
on the supervision of a manager and with highly efficient teams, the 
manager is, in fact considered an outside resource. This results in the team 
structures to be very flat, allowing for maximum interaction between the 
members. Communication is fast and every team member is informed of 
what is happening.  
The ideal structure of a team can as such not be defined as it depends very 
much on the type of team that is being introduced to the organisation. The 
types of teams vary from functional teams to self-managed teams and their 
roles and objectives are as such totally different. As the team becomes more 
mature and the individuals become more empowered, however, this 
hierarchy will become flatter, cutting out various levels of supervision, and the 
result again is that team structures are meant to be flat. They work better that 
way. 
5.4 Communication 
If an organisation has to do one aspect of its daily run of business well, then it 
has to be communication. Communication is the life blood of an 
organisation and the importance thereof is often underestimated. Manning 
(1988) suggested that the typical hierarchy of the traditional organisation is 
not very conducive to free and open communication. Company hierarchies 
are too structured and formalised to allow free flow of communication. Too 
often the most important persons in the relationship are seen to be top 
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management due to the stereotype thinking that the top is always the best 
or most important. 
If this line of thinking is pursued, then it stands to reason that the customer is at 
the very bottom of the hierarchy and, therefore, the least important. In an 
organisational culture where customer satisfaction and service excellence is 
the driving force, Manning (1988) suggested turning the hierarchy around, 
putting the customer at the top. But this theory is taken one step further in 
that management must recognise the value of their employees and 
incorporate them into the organisation in such a manner that they feel part 
thereof. 
To set up an organisational hierarchy with relationship lines is not ideal as this 
has the tendency of compartmentalising the organisation. The ideal would 
be to allow natural teams to be created which in turn 'atomise' the hierarchy 
of the organisation, ensuring continuous and free flow of communication. 
A format of communication is proposed, namely that of team briefing which 
is further incorporated with the team structures and referred to as 'shift 
indabas'. This format allows for communication to be passed to every 
employee at all levels or within all teams and simultaneously giving the teams 
the opportunity to empower themselves with regard to business skills such as 
decision making and problem solving. 
5.5 Clear Goals 
The decision to create or establish teams must be in line with organisational 
objectives, to either solve a particular problem or to undergo organisational 
development with a change in the organisational culture. Whatever the 
reason may be, it is imperative that the goals for the purpose of setting up 
teams are clear. 
To take it one step further, the newly created team must have clear goals 
and the suggestion of this study is to approach this phase of team building as 
a mini strategic planning exercise. All teams must be allowed to create their 
own vision, mission, and objectives and to plan their strategy of how to 
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achieve the said objectives. Team members must be involved in the setting 
of the goals and giving them ownership of their strategy. The team members 
may never lose sight of the goals and must know what to do, when to do it, 
and how to do it. 
5.6 Intense Training 
When goals are being set by the respective team members, a time will come 
when management realises that the team has set too high objectives or that 
due to limited knowledge and skills, they can no longer achieve their 
objectives. Training is called for. The point must be made that training is a 
continuous process and not only as and when it is required. The training 
process is explained by the process of identifying training needs as devised 
by Laird (Laird & Schleger, 1985), namely M - I = D. 
This compels the team members to identify their and the team's respective 
skills, defining 'M', as well as setting standards for their jobs with the purpose 
defining 'I' and thereby establishing whether or not a deficiency of 
knowledge exists defining 'D'. 
5.7 Incentives 
Employees or team members will be prepared to bend over backwards in an 
attempt to reach team goals or organisational objectives if they know that 
they will reap some of the benefits. All team members must know what is in it 
for them to motivate them to 'walk the extra mile'. Incentives are one way to 
motivate employees to work both harder and smarter and management 
must realise that the era of base pay with annual increases - which at best 
are inflation related - is something of the past. Teams are expected to set 
their own goals and should be rewarded fairly for achieving and exceeding 
the set goals; provided that the achievement or exceeding of goals is also to 
the benefit of the organisation. 
5.8 Synergy 
The selection technique, structure, communication channels, goals, training 
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methods, and incentives of teams differ from organisation to organisation. 
Nevertheless, if all and more of the mentioned criteria are in synch with the 
organisation and prove to be working for the team, the team will develop 
one further, yet essential criterion for success. That is synergy. 
Synergy cannot be taught, it cannot be introduced as an intervention. It 
happens as and when teams mature and display a track record of success 
and achievement. Synergy happens when committed team members 
accept their own weaknesses and strengths and allow the other team 
members to both complement their strengths and compensate for their 
weaknesses. Synergy happens when the whole of the team is greater than 
the sum of the team members. 
Evolvement synergy can be enhanced by elements of image and security. 
Image relates to tangible and intangible appearance of team members 
which sets them apart from others. It is the aspect of the team that makes its 
members feel a part of it and which to a large degree excludes all others.  
Security relates to the team members having a secure environment wherein 
their knowledge, skills, and attributes are valued and they can afford to learn 
from mistakes. It also relates to the team members realising that this 
environment is protected  as far as possible and that to some degree at least, 
their jobs are secure. 
5.9 Conclusion 
In the first case study it was clear that the Cashiering Department at 
GrandWest is striving to provide guests with the latest transaction technology 
the gaming industry has to offer.  This department is made up of a number of 
teams working on a shift basis.  The objective of the management of the 
GrandWest Cashiering Department is to form, support and maintain 
energised work teams, such that these teams are empowered to make 
decisions, which contribute to their effort to provide each of their customers 
with world-class service. 
In the second case study, the Slots Department at Golden Valley was 
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determined to instill an ethos of team work into the new recruits. This was a 
culture change in adapting to Sun International’s philosophy of “service 
excellence”. This department is also made up of a number of teams working 
on a 24 hour 7 day week shift basis.  The objective of the management of the 
Golden Valley Slots Department is to support and maintain energised work 
teams through the initial opening phase of the casino, such that these teams 
are comfortable within their new working environment eventually 
empowering them to make decisions, which would add to their attempt in 
providing each of their customers with top notch guest service. 
Through the consultative process, it was clear how their rationale changed 
over time. Initially the objective was to form teams to fill the duty roster, now 
this has developed to creating energised work teams who understood their 
role in the organisation and have been empowered to align their actions to 
fit the strategic organisational objectives. 
This phenomenon is not unique to GrandWest or Golden Valley; many 
organisations have realised the advantages of teams, especially when the 
composition of the team has resulted in a high degree of synergy.  It is 
pleasing to see theory successfully implemented and direct parallels can be 
drawn from the case supported by the literature study especially regarding 
the stages of team development. 
In the discussion attention was given to the strategies that can be employed 
to direct and manage teams in the workplace.  The high degree of success 
that the Cashiering and Slots Departments have had in implementing self-
managed teams has been noted.  It is the opinion and recommendation of 
the author that the management from both casinos apply the lessons 
learned in their department to other departments. 
As the modern workplace increases its rate of change, the required skill sets 
to complete tasks narrow and become highly focused.  The traditional 
definition of job descriptions normally applied to individuals will become 
increasingly irrelevant to the organisation.  To enable organisations to 
respond to these rapidly changing markets, products and processes the 
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successful organisation has to ensure that its teams are highly focused, 
motivated and self managed with a clear understanding of the strategic 
objectives of the organisation. 
Theoretically, cohesive groups or teams should be motivated to advance 
group objectives and to fully participate in group activities.  Thus, of 
particular interest is the relationship between group and team cohesiveness 
and performance.  Group cohesion enables a group or team to exercise 
effective control over its members in relationship to its behavioural norms and 
needed teamwork.  Less-cohesive groups, on the other hand, have greater 
difficulty exercising control over their members and enforcing standards of 
behaviour.  Moreover, one liability of cohesive groups is the tendency to 
develop groupthink, a dysfunctional process. Because cohesive groups tend 
to identify strongly with the group, the group members may prefer 
concurrency in decisions at the expense of critically evaluating other’s 
suggestions for the best interest of the group.  Nevertheless, group cohesion 
typically enhances members’ satisfaction and improves organisational 
performance due to the strong motivation to maintain good, close 
relationships with other members. 
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